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a! polyketide! synthase! assemble! and! interact.! Here,! work! was! performed! to!
investigate! three! polypeptides! from! natural! product! indanomycin! and! rhizoxin!
biosynthesis,!including!the!candidate!polyketide!cyclase!IdmH,!the!fourth!subunit!
of! the! indanomycin!megasynthase,! IdmO,!and! the!branching!module! from! the!
rhizoxin!PKS.!
Indanomycin! needs! to! undergo! several! transformations! by! postBPKS! tailoring!
enzymes.!One!such!enzyme,!IdmH,!has!been!hypothesised!to!act!as!a!cyclase!
and!catalyse!the!formation!of!the!indane!ring!via!a!DielsBAlder!reaction.!Crystal!
structure! of! the! wildBtype! IdmH! was! determined! to! 2.7! Å! resolution! and! the!
interactions! between! IdmH! and! its! proposed! product! indanomycin! were!
characterised! using! NMR! spectroscopy! and! in! silico! methods.!FullyBreducing!
IdmO! module! was! successfully! expressed! and! purified.! Characterisation! by!
negativeBstain!electron!microscopy!resulted!in!a!lowBresolution!model!of!IdmO,!
while!attempts!to!carry!out!cryoBelectron!microscopy!(cryoBEM)!analysis!revealed!
a!number!of!difficulties!associated!with! the!denaturation!of! this! large!complex!
during!cryoBEM!grid!preparation.!A!similar!cryoBEM!approach!was!utilised!to!study!
the! branching! module! from! the! rhizoxin! PKS.! A! 3.7! Å! resolution! map! was!




ranging! from! polyketide! tailoring! and! branching! to! the! assembly! of! the! intact!
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and! fauna.! While! not! essential! for! an! organism’s! survival,! these! complex!
molecules! (Figure! 1B1)! are! a! product! of! natural! selection! and! often! convey! a!
competitive!advantage!to!the!organism!that!produces!them!(Williams!et!al.,!1989).!!
!
Figure# 1.1# The# structural# diversity# between# different# natural# products.#
Natural!products!are!secondary!metabolites!produced!by!living!organisms.!Four!
main! classes! of! natural! products! are! terpenoids,! non$ribosomal! peptides,!
polyketides!and!alkaloids.!





!years,! people! have! relied! on! natural! products! for! the! treatment! of! human!
diseases,!and!approximately!oneBthird!of!the!current!pharmacopoeia!is!derived!
from! natural! products! (Patridge! et! al.,! 2016r! Dias! et! al.,! 2012r! Newman! and!
Cragg,!2012).!
The!discovery!of!penicillin!in!1928!(Aldridge!et!al.,!1999)!led!to!the!start!of!a!period!
from! the! 1950s! to! 1960s! known! as! the! Golden! Age! of! natural! product! drug!
discovery!(Shen,!2015).!During!this!time!big!pharma!companies!established!highB
throughput! screening! (HTS)! programs! which! led! to! the! development! and!
marketing!of!many!currentlyBused!natural!product!antibiotics!(Wenzel,!2004)!and!
other! blockbuster! drugs,! such! as! statins! (Tobert,! 2003),! the! antimalaria! drug!
Artemisinin!(Miller!and!Su,!2011)!and!the!anticancer!drug!Taxol®!(Wani!et!al.,!




potential! of! natural! product! drug! discovery! pipelines! (CharlopBPowers! et! al.,!
2014r!Colegate!and!Molyneux,!2007).!However,!the!decline!in!new!drug!approval,!
reduction!in!new!lead!compounds,!rising!costs!and!other!difficulties!associated!
with! isolation,! purification! and! scalingBup! procedures! led! to! most! pharma!
companies!abandoning!their!natural!product!drug!discovery!programs!(Kingston,!
2011r! Li! and! Vederas,! 2009r! McChesney! et! al.,! 2007r! Dickson! and! Gagnon,!
2004r!David!et!al.,!2014).!
While!there!are!very!few!pharmaceutical!HTS!R&D!programs!left,!the!future!of!
natural! product! research! is! bright.! Recent! advances! in! metagenomic! and!





et!al.,!2015r!Smanski!et!al.,!2016).! It! is!now!possible! to! reBengineer!complete!
biosynthetic!pathways!to!alter!or!increase!the!production!of!the!natural!product,!
as! exemplified! by! successful! engineering! of! a! complete! artemisinic! acid!
biosynthetic!pathway! in!Saccharomyces!cerevisiae! (baker’s!yeast)! (Paddon!et!
al.,! 2013).! With! today’s! technology,! rational! engineering! of! natural! product!
! B!3!B!








One! particular! class! of! natural! products! are! the! polyketides! (Figure! 1B1).!
Polyketides!exhibit!a!stunning!array!of!structural!and!functional!features!and!are!
known! to! possess!many! useful! properties,! such! as! antimicrobial,! antitumour,!











polyketides! remains! extremely! challenging! (Wong! and! Khosla,! 2012).! For!
example,!synthetic!generation!of!rapamycin!involves!approximately!one!hundred!






James! Collie! back! in! 1893! (Collie! and! Myers,! 1893).! He! came! up! with! a!
hypothesis!(which!turned!out!to!be!correct)!of!orcinol!formation!via!a!polyketone!
intermediate.! Unfortunately,! his! ideas! about! the! biosynthesis! of! polyketides!
appeared!too!farBfetched!to!other!chemists!and!nearly!half!a!century!passed!until!
the!polyketide!field!revived!again!(Staunton!and!Weissman,!2001).!
The!next! significant!breakthrough! in! polyketide! research!was!a! result! of! thirty!
years! of! organic! chemistry! research!by!Sir!Robert!Robinson,!which! ultimately!
culminated! in! a! book! called! “The! Structural! Relations! of! Natural! Products”!
(Robinson,!1955).!Arthur!Birch,!who! trained! in!Robinson’s! laboratory,! took!his!
supervisor’s!ideas!forward!and!came!up!with!a!hypothesis!of!headBtoBtale!fusion!
of!acetate!units!to!form!natural!products,!and!his!groundBbreaking!results!on!6B
methylBsalicylic! acid! (6BMSA)! were! published! by! The! Australian! Journal! of!
Chemistry!(Birch!et!al.,!1955).!
Following!on! from! the!work! of!Robinson!and!Birch,! researchers! gained!many!
valuable!insights!into!polyketide!biosynthesis!from!isotopic!labelling!of!precursor!
and!starter!molecules,!nuclear!magnetic!resonance!(NMR)!spectroscopy!studies!
on! the! fate!of!hydrogen!atoms! in! intermediates,!and!by! introducing!biomimetic!
precursors!to!study!specificity!(Staunton!and!Weissman,!2001).!The!latter!led!to!
the! hypothesis! that! the! in! vivo! biosynthesis! of! polyketides!must! be! controlled!
enzymatically.!













module! is!comprised!of! three! to!six!catalytic!domains!and! is! responsible! for!a!
single!polyketide!chain!elongation!step.!Type!I!polyketide!synthases!are!further!
divided! into! modular! (termed! mPKS)! and! iterative! (termed! iPKS)! types.! The!
molecular!mass!of!fully!assembled!type!I!mPKSs!often!reaches!the!megadalton!
scale!as!exemplified!by!6Bdeoxyerythronolide!B!synthase!(DEBS)!(Caffrey!et!al.,!














Type! II!PKSs!are!dissociable!systems!when! in! their! inactive!state,!but! form!a!
highly!structured!modular!arrangement!when!in!their!active!state!(Staunton!and!
Weissman,! 2001).! Characteristically,! type! II! PKSs! are! involved! in! the!
biosynthesis! of! phenolic! compounds,! such! as! actinorhodin! (Malpartida! and!






Though! beyond! the! scope! of! this! introduction,! it! is! worth!mentioning! that! the!
diversity! in! polyketide! synthases! extend! beyond! the! three! common! types!
















for! the! genes! eryAI! to! III,! encoding! three! large! polypeptides,! DEBS! 1B3,!
responsible! for! the!production!of!6Bdeoxyerythronolide!B!(6BdEB)!(precursor!of!
erythromycin).!On!both!sides!of!the!ery!genes,!there!are!a!number!of!nonBPKS!







is!approximately!60!kb.!Three! large!ORFs! in! the!middle!of! the!BGC!comprise!










polyketide! intermediate.! The! resulting! polyketide! intermediate! can! be! further!
tailored!by!one!or!more!of!the!accessory!domains!–!a!ketoreductase!(KR)!which!
yields!a!hydroxyl!group,!a!dehydratase!(DH)!which!yields!a!double!bond!or!an!
enoyl! reductase! (ER)! which! produces! a! fullyBreduced! methylene! group!
(Weissman,!2015b).!























of! the! growing! polyketide! intermediates! between! the! active! sites! of! the! PKS!









modification# of# the# ACP#
domain.#Inactive!(or!apo$)!APC!is!
converted! to! its! active! (holo$)!
form! by! an! enzyme! PPTase,!
which! modifies! the! conserved!
serine! residue! with! a! covalent!
phosphopantetheinyl!group.!
ACPs! from! different! types! of! PKSs,! FASs,! NRPSs! (nonBribosomal! peptide!
synthetases)!and!other!systems!are!highly!conserved!and!share!the!same!fourB
































A! number! of! cis$! and! trans$AT! domains! have! been! characterised! by! XBray!
crystallography.!A!selection!of! these! include!AT!from!enediyne!synthase,!PDB!
code!4AMM!(Liew!et!al.,!2012),!AT!from!splenocin!synthase,!PDB!code!5YDA!(Y.!








Figure#1.7#A#crystal# structure#of# the#AT#domain# from# the# type# I# iterative#
polyketide# synthase# from# enediyne# biosynthetic# pathway# (PDB# code#
4AMM)# (Liew# et# al.,# 2012).# The! protein! is! comprised! of! two! subdomains:! a!






through!an!ATBacyl! intermediate! (Dunn!et!al.,!2013).! In!brief,! the!AT!binds!an!























(α/β/α/β/α)! fold,! and! both! active! sites! of! the! homoBdimer! are! connected! via! a!
tunnel!at! the! twoBfold!axis!(Huang!et!al.,!1998).!The!architecture!of! the!DEBS!
module!5!ketosynthase!domain! fused!to! its!cognate!acyltransferase!domain! is!
shown!in!Figure!1B9!(PDB!code!2HG4)!(Tang!et!al.,!2006).!
The!KS!is!connected!to!the!AT!domain!via!a!~140Bresidue!linker!comprising!a!
















transBthioesterification,! during! which! the! catalytic! triad! cysteine! acts! as! a!
nucleophile! and! attacks! the! thioester! of! the! polyketide! intermediate! from! the!
preceding! module.! Subsequently,! the! extender! unit,! covalently! bound! to! the!








intermediate! from! the!preceding!module!and!decarboxylates! the!extender!unit!
bound!to!the!intramodular!ACP!to!form!a!carbanion.!This!carbanion!then!attacks!
the! polyketide! intermediate! bound! to! the! KS! giving! rise! to! the! elongated!
polyketide!chain!(Wettstein$Knowles!et!al.,!2006d!Fischbach!and!Walsh,!2006).!
Of! the! two!histidines!present! in! the!catalytic! triad,!one!has!been!shown! to!be!
essential!for!the!decarboxylation!of!the!extender!unit,!while!the!other!is!thought!







Some! modules! contain! additional! domains,! known! as! “processing”! domains,!
which!are!responsible!for!modifying!the!βBketo!group!of!the!growing!intermediate.!
Ketoreductase!(KR)!domain!
The!size!of! the!KR!domain! is!variable!depending!on!which!module! the!KR! is!
found! at:! βBmodule! KR! contains! ~460! residues,! and! KR! found! in! ɣB! and! δB
modules! comprises!~420! residues! (KeatingeBClay,! 2012).!What! is!more,!KRs!
from!βBmodules!(which!do!not!contain!any!other!processing!enzymes)!contain!an!











as!KRs)! and! the!CBterminal! catalytic! domain! (denoted!as!KRc),! both! of!which!





























have! been! determined,! including!DEBS!DH,! PDB! code! 3EL6! (KeatingeBClay,!
2008),!curacin!synthase!DH,!PDB!code!3KG6!(Akey!et!al.,!2010)!and!rifamycin!








The! ~310Bresidue! ER! domains! are! the! least! understood! parts! of! polyketide!
elongation.! The! fold! of! ERs! is! characteristic! of! the! mediumBchain!




that! a! monomeric! form! of! ER! evolved! from! the! dimeric! form! to! enable!
intramodular!ACPs!to!reach!their!cognate!domains!(KeatingeBClay,!2012r!Zheng!
et!al.,!2012).!The!active!site!of!ER! is! located! in!a!cleft!between!core!cofactor!
(NADPH)Bbinding! and! substrateBbinding! (or! catalytic)! subdomains.! ERs! utilise!




Figure# 1.13# Crystal# structure# of# CurF# enoyl# reductase# from# curacin# A#
biosynthetic#pathway#(PDB#code#5DP2)#(Khare#et#al.,#2015).#ER!belongs!to!
the!MDR!superfamily!of!enzymes!and!catalyses!the!reduction!of!the!trans$α,β$
double! bonds! in! polyketide! intermediates.! ERs! are! comprised! of! substrate!




















thus! catalyticallyBinactive! in! terms! of! the! condensation! reactionr! however,! the!
glutamine!catalyses! the!decarboxylation!of!the!extender!unit! to! form!a!starting!









form!a! substrateBbinding! lid.! A! number! of! TE! domains! have! been! structurally!
characterised,! including! TE! from! DEBS,! PDB! code! 1KEZ! (Tsai! et! al.,! 2001),!











to! accommodate! a! circular! DEBS! productr! however,! analysis! of! the! channel!
interior! revealed! a! wide! cavity! around! the! catalytic! residues.! This! cavity! was!
calculated! to! have! a! diameter! of! approximately! 15! Å! and! be! big! enough! to!













further! alter! their! functionality.! These!modifications! are! often! essential! for! the!
polyketide’s!biological!activity!and!are!performed!by!dedicated!enzymes!encoded!
within! the! same! BGC! (Fischbach! and! Walsh,! 2006).! Common! postBPKS!
! B!20!B!
!polyketide!tailoring!reactions!include!oxidation!to!introduce!hydroxy!or!carbonyl!







During! the! last! three! decades,! the! majority! of! antimicrobials! and! anticancer!
agents!entering!clinical!trials!were!based!on!natural!products!(Goss!et!al.,!2012r!
Newman! and! Cragg,! 2012).! Advances! in! nextBgeneration! sequencing! and!
various!bioinformatics!tools!are!aiding!the!discovery!of!many!novel!PKS!genes!
without!a!need! for! traditional!bioactivityBguided!screens! (Helfrich!et!al.,!2014).!
Such!genome!mining!gives!access! to!a!myriad!of!new!starting!points! for!drug!







Several! strategies! have! been! successfully! employed! to! generate! polyketide!
natural!product!analogues.!A!traditional!approach!would!be!to!use!total!synthesis.!
However,! the! complexity! and! number! of! chiral! centres! present! in! complex!
polyketides,!combined!with!poor!yields,!make!this!method!of!generating!diversity!
far!from!ideal.!







!products! available! for! the! modification! using! semiBsynthesis! are! often! very!
limited.!!
In!precursorBdirected!biosynthesis,!an!organism!producing!the!natural!product!is!








Figure# 1.15# An# example# of# mutasynthesis# approach# used# to# generate#
polyketide#diversity.#The!loading!module!from!6$deoxyerythronolide!B!synthase!
(DEBS)!was! replaced!with! a!more! substrate$flexible! loading!module! from! the!
avermectin!PKS!which!resulted! in! the!generation!of!over! forty!novel!macrolide!
derivatives!(Marsden!et!al.,!1998).!!
Mutasynthesis!involves!modifying!megasynthase!enzymes!through!either!gene!
disruption! or! gene! exchange.! Following! genetic! modification,! a! synthetic!
substrate!or!intermediate!is!fed!into!the!system!(Goss!et!al.,!2012r!Gupta!et!al.,!
2008).!An!elegant!example!of!gene!exchange!approach!was!the!study!by!Leadlay!








heat! shock!protein! 90! (Hsp90)! inhibitor.! In! one!particular! study,! a! 3BaminoB5B
hydroxybenzoic! acid! (AHBA)Bblocked!mutant! of!S.! hygroscopicus,! the! natural!
producer! of! geldanamycin,!was! fed! aromatic! and!heteroaromatic! amino!acids!
which! led! to! the! generation! of! a! new! geldanamycin! analogue! with! improved!
properties!(Eichner!et!al.,!2009).!!
Unfortunately,! the! success! of! mutasynthesisBemploying! studies! varies!




By! definition,! combinatorial! biosynthesis! involves! interchanging! secondary!
metabolism!genes!between!different!BGCs!to!generate!novel!natural!products.!
The!main!difference!of!combinatorial!biosynthesis! from! the!hybrid!approaches!
discussed! in! the!previous!section! is! that! it!must!yield!an!organism!capable!of!
natural!product!synthesis!“from!scratch”,!i.e.!without!the!need!to!supplement!the!
system!with!the!additional!precursor!or!extender!units.!













!al.,! 2010).! For! example,! complementing! S.! hygroscopicus! with! different!
methyltransferaseBencoding!genes!resulted!in!a!number!of!rapamycin!derivatives!
(Gregory!et!al.,!2006).!
DEBS! is! probably! one! of! the! most! engineered! systems! using! combinatorial!






Figure# 1.16# Construction# of# triketide# lactone# synthase# (DEBS1.TE)# from#
DEBS# (Cortes# et# al.,# 1995).# The! DEBS3! terminal! thioesterase! domain! was!
repositioned! to! the! C$terminus! of! the! DEBS1! subunit.! This! resulted! in! the!
generation!of!a!triketide!lactone!product!instead!of!the!full$length!6$deB.#
In! another! study! by! the! Leadlay! group,! the! length! of! the! native! polyketide!
erythromycin! was! successfully! extended! by! introducing! an! additional! module!
(Rowe! et! al.,! 2001).! In! this! study,! a! module! from! the! rapamycinBproducing!
polyketide!synthase!was!covalently! inserted!between!the! two!chainBelongating!
modules!of!DEBS1,!which!resulted!in!the!generation!of!the!anticipated!octaketide!

























understanding! of! enzyme! specificity! and! the! forces! driving! the! unidirectional!
movement!of!the!substrate!along!the!PKS!production!line!is!needed!(Wong!and!
Khosla,!2012).!!
Finally,! obtaining! highBresolution! structural! information! of! the! whole! PKS!
complexes! is! of! extreme! importance! (Weissman,! 2015b).! Previous! efforts! of!
engineering!chimeric!PKS!assembly!lines!were!based!on!the!assumptions!that!
the! individual! domains! within! the! PKS! structure! do! not! depend! on! the!
neighbouring!domains!and!can!be!interchanged.!However,!the!majority!of!rational!
engineering!efforts!result!in!dysfunctional!PKS!lines,!which!either!do!not!produce!
a!polyketide,!or!produce!alternative,! truncated,!products.!Now! it! is!known! that!
intermodular!linker!pairs!are!essential!for!the!generation!of!active!PKS!lines!(Del!






AT! polyketide! synthases! have! been! successfully! characterised! by! XBray!























bottom! condensing! region! containing! the! domains! responsible! for! chain!
elongation!(KS!and!AT)!and!the!upper!modifying!region!containing!all!processing!
domains! (KR,! DH! and! ER)! (Figure! 1B17).! The! structure! also! revealed! two!




















Due! to! the!domain!sequence!homology!and!the!atomic!detail! revealed!by! the!
crystal!structure,!mFAS!was!regarded!as!a!highlyBrelevant!model!for!the!structure!
of!modular!polyketide!synthases.!Indeed,!the!comparison!between!DEBS!KSBAT!



























for! the! erythromycin!PKS! (Goss!et! al.,! 2012r!Staunton!and!Weissman,! 2001r!
Weissman,! 2015a).! Previous! models! predicted! PKS! to! contain! two! isolated!
reaction! chambers! (one! for! each!of! the! two!monomers),! however,! the! overall!
shape! of! PikAIII! can! be! described! as! a! horseshoe,! or! a! symmetrical! arch,!








Figure# 1.18# Cryo.EM# analysis# of# holo.PikAIII# module# from# pikromycin#
polyketide#synthase#(Dutta#et#al.,#2014).#Left:!cryo$EM!map!of!conformer!I,!in!





While!radically!different! from!the!mFAS,! the!archBlike!shape!of! the!PikAIII!was!
regarded!as!highly!plausible!since!the!ACP!would!have!to!travel!shorter!distance!
between! the! different! catalytic! sites! within! the! module.! Nonetheless,! several!
drastic! differences! from! previously! determined! data! raised! some! concerns!
regarding! the! PikAIII! models.! First,! the! crystal! structure! of! the! DEBS! KSBAT!
didomain! revealed! an! extended! linear! arrangement! (Figure! 1B9)! (Tang! et! al.,!
2006),!which!was!in!agreement!with!both!crystallographic!and!negative!stain!EM!
data! of! mFAS! (Maier! et! al.,! 2008r! Brignole! et! al.,! 2009).! In! contrast,! the! AT!
domain! in!PikAIII!EM!maps!was! found! to!be! rotated!a! full!120°! relative! to! the!




!The!second! issue!comes! from! the!steric!arrangement!of! the!ACPs.!While! the!
ACPs! are! clearly! visible! in! the! EM!maps! of! both! conformations,!modelling! of!
homologous! ACP! structures! into! the! EM!density! revealed! that! the! conserved!
serine! of! the! ACP! (which! is! postBtranslationally! modified! to! contain! a!



















cryoBEM.! The! resulting! cryoBEM!map! revealed! that! the! ACP4! sits! at! the! side!
entrance! to! the!KS5!outside! the!reaction!chamber,!and! is! located!nearly!30!Å!
away!from!the!KS!the!active!site.!These!data!established!a!distinctive!structural!
















of! DEBS!modules! 5! and! 6! (termed!DEBS3)! and!DEBS3BTE! (Edwards! et! al.,!
2014).!Even!though!of!lower!resolution!than!PikAIII,!these!40B50!Å!models!also!




The! DEBS3BTE! molecular! envelopes! calculated! from! the! experimental! data,!
similarly! to! PikAIII,! revealed! multiple! configuration! states! (Figure! 1B19a)r!








The!molecular!envelopes!calculated! for! the!DEBS3!construct! (missing! the!TE!
domain)!were! fundamentally!analogous! to! the!ones!calculated!for!the!DEBS3B
TE.!The!main!difference!observed!was!that!the!modules!5!and!6!were!rotated!70°!










was! kept! as! a! rigid!body! (Edwards!et! al.,!2014).! (b)!Model! of! the!Vir5!whole!




fifth! module! of! transBAT! modular! PKS! responsible! for! the! synthesis! of! the!
antibiotic!virginiamycin.!Each!monomer!of!the!dimeric!VirA!module!5!comprises!
one! KS! and! two! ACP! domains,! with! all! three! parts! of! this! minimal! module!


























Type! I! iterative! PKSs! comprise! the! same! catalytic! domains! and! are! closely!
related!to!type!I!mPKSs.!Following!the!success!with!mFAS,!Maier!and!colleagues!
investigated! the! threeBdimensional!architecture!of! the! first! fullyBreducing! fungal!
iPKS!from!Mycobacterium!smegmatis!(Herbst!et!al.,!2016).!The!PKS!was!initially!
identified! as! a! mycocerosic! acid! synthaser! however,! was! later! renamed! as!



























previously! observed.! This! suggested! high! structural! and! conformational!
variability!of!this!region!(Figure!1B20).!To!obtain!structural!information!of!the!linker!










Gay! et! al.,! 2013)! and! mFAS! (Maier! et! al.,! 2008r! Brignole! et! al.,! 2009),! and!
reported! a! structural! template! for!mPKSs.! Subtle! differences! in! the! didomain!






large! and! flexible! modules! of! PKSs! using! cryoBEM! and! SAXS,! techniques!
deemed! to! be!more! dynamic! than! XBray! crystallography.! However,! they! also!









Second,!perhaps!a!more!challenging,!question! to!answer! is! the!structure!and!
positioning!of!linker!domains.!In!many!of!these!studies,!the!linker!regions!were!
either! resolved! poorly,! or! not! resolved! at! all.! The! determination! of! minimum!




analysis.! The! first!model! for! PKS! assembly! line! organisation,! termed! doubleB
helical! “Cambridge! model”,! was! proposed! back! in! the! 1990s! (Staunton! and!
Weissman,! 2001),! yet! no! study! has! been! able! to! prove! or! deny! this! model!
definitively.!!
Structural! biologists! continue! to! push! limits! of! specimen! size,! flexibility! and!










Indanomycin! (Figure! 1B21)! is! an! antibiotic! agent! from! the! pyrroloketoindane!
family.! Indanomycin! and!other! polyether! antibiotics! have!been!widely! used! in!
animal! husbandry! (Brimble,! 2000).! These! agents! act! as! ionophores! and! kill!
GramBpositive!bacteria!by!chelating!its!essential!metal!ions.!It!is!produced!by!a!
Streptomyces!antibioticus!hybrid!nonBribosomal!peptide!synthetase!–!polyketide!
synthase! (NRPSBPKS)! NRRL! 8167.! The! BGC! encoding! this! biosynthetic!
machinery!was!identified!in!2009!and!sequenced!to!~!80!kb!(C.!Li!et!al.,!2009).!
The! backbone! of! indanomycin! is! generated! from! LBproline,! malonylBCoA,!
ethylmalonylBCoA! and! methylmalonylBCoA! building! blocks! (Figure! 1B21).! The!







2009).# The! starter! unit! pyrrole$2$carboxylate! in! indanomycin! biosynthesis! is!
generated! from! L$proline! by! the!NRPS! portion! of! the! hybrid! synthase.! Chain!
elongation! is! performed!by! the! eleven!module$containing! polyketide! synthase!




start! of! the! elevenBmodule! polyketide! synthase! region! (Figure! 1B22)! and! is!
responsible! for! the! formation! of! the! starter! unit! pyrroleB2Bcarboxylate! from! LB
proline.!This!starter!unit! is! then! loaded!onto! the! first!PKS!module!by!a!carrier!
protein!(CP)!domain,!and!chain!elongation!commences.!
The!PKS!portion!of!the!hybrid!indanomycin!synthase!belongs!to!the!cisBAT!type!
I!modular!PKS! family.!The!PKS!assembly! line! is!encoded!by! five! large!ORFs!

















Figure# 1.22# Schematic# diagram# showing# the# PKS# portion# of# the# hybrid#







At! least! two! postBPKS! enzymatic! modifications! of! the! linear! indanomycin!
intermediate!2!are!needed!to!produce!the!mature!indanomycin!1!(Figure!1B23)!
(C.! Li! et! al.,! 2009).! This! includes! the! incorporation! of! two! distinct! structural!
features:!a!tetrahydropyran!ring!and!the!indane!rings.!The!tetrahydropyran!ring!
has! been! hypothesised! to! be! formed! by! a! direct! nucleophilic! replacement!
mediated!by!Cyc11!which!results!in!the!production!of!3.!
The! lack! of! a! TE! in! the! final! module! of! the! PKS! suggests! an! alternative!
mechanism!of!release!of!the!fullBlength!indanomycin!precursor!2!or!3!from!IdmP!
module! 11! (Figure! 1B23).! It! could! be! possible! that! the! formation! of! the!
tetrahydropyran!ring!in!3!allows!diffusion!of!a!water!molecule!into!the!active!site!
of!Cyc11,!which!is!then!followed!by!hydrolysis!resulting!in!4.!
The! indane!ring! formation! is!postulated! to!be!mediated!by!a!putative!cyclase,!
IdmH,! a! 16! kDa! protein! encoded! separately! in! the! indanomycin! BGC.! IdmH!









mediate! the! formation!of! the! tetrahydropyran!ring! through!a!direct!nucleophilic!
replacement!to!generate!3.!This!reaction!could!then!be!followed!by!hydrolysis!to!
release!4! from! the! IdmP!subunit.! Finally,! indane! ring! formation! in! the!mature!






Alder! [4+2]! cycloaddition! (Kim! et! al.,! 2012).! In! this! reaction,! a! diene! and! a!
dienophile!from!4!react!through!a!single!electrocyclic!transition!state!to!allow!the!
formation! of! the! fiveB! and! sixBmembered! rings! in! 1! (Figure! 1B23).! It! is! also,!












as!DielsBAlderases!(Auclair!et!al.,!2000r!Linder!et!al.,!2012).! In!2016,! the! first!
crystal! structures! of! two!natural! DielsBAlderases,! spirotetronate! cyclase! AbyU!
and!spiroBconjugate!synthase!PyrI4,!were!reported!(Byrne!et!al.,!2016r!Zheng!et!
al.,!2016).!Enzyme!kinetic,!molecular!dynamics!and!NMR!spectroscopy!data!from!
these! studies! provide! compelling! evidence! that! enzymeBcatalysed! DielsBAlder!
reactions!can!be!found!in!natural!product!biosynthesis.!
The! first! results! chapter! of! this! thesis! will! focus! on! the! putative! indanomycin!
cyclase!IdmH.!To!determine!the!exact!role!of!this!enzyme!in!the!biosynthesis!of!










Rhizoxin! is! a! macrolytic! polyketide! metabolite! produced! by! Burkholderia!
rhizoxinica,!an!intracellularly!living!bacterium!isolated!from!plant!pathogenic!fungi!
belonging!to!the!genus!Rhizopus.!The!infection!of!this!pathogen!results!in!a!plant!
disease! known! as! rice! seedling! blight.! In! this! fascinating! fungiBbacterium!















same! biosynthetic! cluster! encode! smaller! vital! proteins! RhiG,! RhiI! and! RhiH!
(PartidaBMartinez!and!Hertweck,!2007).!RhiG!is!a!transBAT!and!is!essential!for!
the!chain!elongation!catalysis! in!each!PKS!module.!RhiI,!a!methyltransferase,!





to! detect! any! enzymes! which! could! act! in! trans! to! introduce! this! branching!
(Lackner,! Moebius,! PartidaBMartinez! and! Hertweck,! 2011r! Lackner,! Moebius,!
PartidaBMartinez,! Boland,! et! al.,! 2011).! Further! bioinformatic! analysis! and!
investigation!of!the!prematurely!liberated!products!of!the!rhizoxin!assembly!line!





consists! of! three! domains,! a! ketosynthase,! an! acylBcarrier! protein! and! a!
branching!domain!(B),!and!has!a!molecular!mass!of!approximately!115!kDa.!
This!module!has!been!extensively!studied!using!classical!biochemical!techniques!
(such! as! siteBdirected! mutagenesis! and! in! vitro! reconstitution),! and! a! threeB
dimensional!structure!of!part!of!this!module,!containing!two!out!of!three!domains,!
was!solved!using!XBray!crystallography!(Bretschneider!et!al.,!2013).!!
The!third!results!chapter!focuses!on! the! fullBlength!branching!module! from!the!
rhizoxin! PKS.! The! highly! flexible! ACP! present! in! the! fullBlength! polypeptide!
hinders!the!formation!of!crystals!required!for!XBray!crystallography!studies,!and!
! B!41!B!








trans$acyltransferase!RhiG,! a!methyltransferase!RhiI! and! a! cytochrome!P450!
monooxygenase! RhiH! are! part! of! the! same! biosynthetic! cluster! and! are!
fundamental! for! the! formation! of! rhizoxin! product.! Branching! module! is!
responsible! for! inserting! the! C2! carbon! branch! in! the! linear! backbone! of! the!



















Rational! engineering! of! chimeric! PKS! lines! requires! a! catalogue! of! functional!
domains,!modules,! linkers! and! accessory! enzymes! capable! of! catalysing! the!
formation! of! structurally! diverse! and! novel! natural! products.! Elucidating! the!





structural! characterisation! by! XBray! crystallography! and! functional!





to! obtain! crystal! structures! of! any! intact! PKS! modules,! let! alone! the! whole!










•! To! investigate! the! threeNdimensional! architecture!of! the! fullNlength!
branching!module!from!the!rhizoxin!PKS.!
Branching!of!the!linear!polyketides!has!the!potential!to!increase!the!diversity!and!
functionality! of! polyketide! natural! products.! A! novel! type! of! PKS! module!
introducing!a!branching!rather!than!the!headBtoBtail!fusion!of!extender!units!was!
discovered!in!rhizoxin!PKS.!This!module!was!successfully!characterised!using!a!
plethora! of! biochemical! techniques! (Bretschneider! et! al.,! 2013)r! however,! the!







Unless! otherwise! stated,! all! chemicals! and! reagents! were! purchased! from!
SigmaBAldrich!or!Fisher!Scientific!Ltd.!
Agar,! agarose,! tryptone,! isopropylBβBDB1Bthiogalactopyranoside! (IPTG)! and!
dithiothreitol! (DTT)!were!purchased!from!Melford!Laboratories!Ltd.!Ammonium!
persulfate! was! purchased! from! Amersham! Biosciences! Ltd.! 15NH4Cl! and! DB




All! restriction! enzymes! were! purchased! from! New! England! Biolabs! (NEB).!
Thrombin!protease!was!purchased!from!GE!Healthcarer!lysozyme!protease!was!
purchased! from!MP! Biomedicals.! Q5®! HighBFidelity! DNA! Polymerase,! QuickB









purchased! from! GE! Healthcare.! NiBNTA! affinity! resin! was! purchased! from!
Qiagenr!chitin!resin!beads!were!purchased!from!NEBr!StrepTactin®!beads!and!
prepacked!columns!were!purchased!from!IBA!GmbH.!
Crystallisation! solutions! were! purchased! either! from! Qiagen,! Molecular!




Unless! stated! otherwise,! all! growth! media! were! prepared! by! dissolving! the!
ingredients!in!deionised!water!and!autoclaving!at!121!°C,!15!psi!for!20!minutes.!









































































































































The! idmH! and! idmO! genes! were! amplified! by! PCR! from! Streptomyces!









Plasmid!DNA! preparations!were! performed!using! either! the!Wizard®! Plus! SV!
Minipreps! DNA! Purification! Kit! (Promega)! or! Monarch®! Plasmid! Miniprep! Kit!
(NEB)!according!to!the!manufacturer’s!guidelines.!
DNA! concentration! was! determined! using! a! NanoDrop! spectrophotometer!












Table& 2(4& The&oligonucleotide& primers& used&molecular& biology.&Capital' letters' represent' the' oligonucleotide' sequence'
complementary'to'the'template'DNA'whereas'lower'case'letters'represent'the'overlapping'region.&


























































































































































et! al.,! 2011),! was! used! for! the! construction! of! all! pET_IdmO! and! pET_ACP9!
plasmid!vectors.!Briefly,!the!insert!and!the!vector!were!amplified!using!the!primers!





The! gene! sequence! encoding! the! full"length! idmH! gene! (ACN69984.1)! was!
amplified!by!PCR!using!the!genomic!DNA!from!S.#antibioticus#NRRL8167!(kind!
gift!from!Dr!Ryan!Seipke,!Faculty!of!Biological!Sciences,!University!of!Leeds,!UK)!
as! a! template! and! primers! ID1! and! ID2! (Table! 2"4).! The! amplified! sequence!




with! T7! and!T7term! universal! primers.! Site"directed!mutagenesis! to! generate!
IdmH"Δ96"104!was!performed!using!wild"type!pET28_IdmH!as!a!template!and!
primers! 97"106loop_fwd! and! 97"106loop_rev! (Obajdin,! 2018).! Site"directed!
mutagenesis! PCR! product! was! treated! with! KLD! enzyme! mix! (NEB)! before!
transformation!into!E.#coli!5"α!competent!cells.!
2.2.5.4$ pET28_IdmO$
The! gene! sequence! encoding! the! full"length! idmO! gene! (ACN69991.1)! was!
amplified!from!the!genomic!DNA!of!S.#antibioticus#NRRL8167!in!two!rounds!of!
nested! PCR! (nPCR).!First,! a! DNA! fragment! surrounding! the! idmO! gene!was!
amplified! in! the!presence!of!GC!enhancer!(NEB)!using!primers! ID43!an! ID45.!
Then,!DNA!products!from!the!first!round!of!nPCR!were!purified!using!Qiaquick!
PCR!purification!kit!(QIAGEN)!and!used!as!a!template!for!the!second!round!of!
nPCR.!The! full"length! idmO!gene!was!amplified!using!primers! ID51!and! ID52!
which!were!designed!to!extend!the!ends!of!the!PCR!product!to!include!overhangs!
to!the!vector!facilitating!a!ligase"independent!cloning!approach!(C.!Li!et!al.,!2011).!
pET28! plasmid! was! linearised! using! primers! ID17! and! ID6! (Table! 2"4).! The!
! "!54!"!
!generated!plasmid,!pET28_IdmO,!comprised!a!C"terminal!hexahistidine!tag.!The!








facilitated! cloning! into! a! primers! ID17! and! ID35"linearised! pET28! vector!
according!to!the!FastCloning!method!(C.!Li!et!al.,!2011).!!
Due! to! the!absence!of! soluble! expression,! a! codon"optimised!acp9! gene!was!
purchased! from!GenScript.!To! improve! the!solubility! and!expression! levels!of!






using! standard! protocols.! Any! colonies! showing! the! correct! band! size! on! an!
agarose!gel!were!picked!for!plasmid!amplification,!isolation!and!sequencing.!
2.2.6$ DNA$sequencing$
DNA! sequencing! was! carried! out! by! Genewiz! (formerly! known! as! Beckman!
Coulter!Genomics).!Sequencing!primers!can!be!found!in!Table!2"4.!Plasmid!DNA!
(15!µl!of!approximately!100!ng/µl)!and!custom!sequencing!primers!(10!µM,!5!µl!






















Recombinant! IdmH!was! expressed! in!E.# coli! BL21(DE3)! cells! harbouring! the!






Single! labelling! of! IdmH! with! 15N! isotope! was! achieved! by! cultivating!E.# coli!






glucose"C6.!The!rest!of! the!expression!was!performed!as!for! the!native! IdmH.!
! "!56!"!
!The! labelling! was! confirmed! by! liquid! chromatography/mass! spectrometry!
(LC/MS)!analysis.!
2.3.1.4$ SelenomethionineBlabelled$IdmH$and$IdmHBΔ96B104$
Production! of! selenomethionine"labelled! IdmH! was! achieved! by! cultivation! of!










the! native! protein.! The! incorporation! of! selenomethionine! was! confirmed! by!
LC/MS!analysis.!
2.3.1.5$ WildBtype$IdmO$and$AT$mutants$
Recombinant! IdmO!and!all! IdmO!AT!mutants!were!expressed! in!either!E.#coli#




medium! supplemented! with! 50! µl/ml! kanamycin! required! for! the! selection! of!




cell! culture!was! cooled!down! to! 15! °C,! supplemented!with! 0.1!mM! IPTG!and!







harbouring! the! pET_SUMO_ACP9! as! well! as! pCDF_duet_SFP! plasmid! to!
produce!SFP!transferase!required!to!generate!holo;ACP9.!Transformed!bacteria!
were! cultured! at! 37! °C! until! OD600=0.6! in! 0.5! l! volume! of! 2TY! medium!
supplemented! with! 50! µ/ml! kanamycin! required! for! the! selection! of!
pET_SUMO_ACP9!plasmid!and!100!µl/ml!ampicillin!required!for!the!selection!of!
pCDF_duet_SFP! plasmid.! Once! the! OD600! reached! 0.6,! the! cell! culture! was!
cooled!down!to!15!°C,!supplemented!with!0.1!mM!IPTG!and!allowed!to!express!



























hexahistidine! tag!was! then! removed! by! incubation! of! the! sample!with! 1!U! of!
thrombin!(GE!Healthcare,!USA)!per!mg!of!recombinant!IdmH,!overnight!at!4!°C.!






were! pooled,! concentrated!and!applied! onto! a! size"exclusion! chromatography!
column!(HiLoad!26/600!Superdex!75!pg,!GE!Healthcare)!pre"equilibrated!with!
buffer!B.!After!a!void!volume!of!40!ml!1!ml!fractions!were!collected.!These!were!
once!more! analysed! using! SDS"PAGE! and! the! fractions! containing! the!most!
highly!pure!IdmH!were!combined!to!form!the!final!sample.!This!was!concentrated!
to!20!mg/ml!(as!determined!by!the!A280!and!extinction!coefficient!=!17,990)!using!
a! centrifugal! filter! concentration! device! (Vivaspin! 20q! 10000!MWCO).! Finally,!
samples!were!flash!frozen!in!liquid!nitrogen!and!stored!at!"80!°C!until!use.!
2.3.2.3$ IdmO,$IdmO$AT$mutants$and$ACP9$$





equilibrated! with! the! wash! buffer.! Proteins! were! eluted! with! wash! buffer!
supplemented!with!200!mM!imidazole.!
For!protein!preparations!involving!the!overnight!cleavage!step,!elution!fractions!















were! concentrated! and! further! purified!with! either! a!HiPrep! 16/600! Superdex!
S200!pg!column!(IdmO)!or!HiPrep!16/600!Superdex!S75!pg!column!(ACP9)!in!25!
mM!HEPES!pH!7.4,!200!mM!NaCl.!For!recombinant!proteins!to!be!used!in!an!AT!




























dH20$ 3.97!ml! 2.3!ml! 3.97!ml!
1.5$M$TrisBHCl$pH$8.8$ 2.5!ml! 2.5!ml! "!
0.5$M$TrisBHCl$pH$6.9$ "! "! 1.25!ml!
10%$(w/v)$SDS$ 100!μl! 100!µl! 50!μl!
Acrylamide/Bis$(30%$/$
0.8%$w/v)$ 3.34!ml! 5!ml! 650!µl!
10%$(w/v)$Ammonium$
Persulphate$ 62.5!μl! 62.5!µl! 50!μl!







was! then! used! in! the! Beer"Lambert! equation:! A! =! ε! x! C! x! l! (ε! =! extinction!
coefficient!(M"1cm"1),!C!=!concentration!(M),! l!=!path!length!(cm))!(Gasteiger!et!
al.,! 2005).! Extinction! coefficient! of! IdmH! at! 280! nm! is! 17,990! M"1! cm"1! and!




light! at! 280! nm).! Since! ACP9! protein! contains! only! one! tyrosine! and! zero!
tryptophan! residues,! protein! concentration!was!estimated!using!an!alternative!
Bradford! method! (Bradford,! 1976).! In! this! assay,! the! protein! concentration! is!
proportional!to!a!colour!change!of!the!Coomassie!brilliant!blue!dye.!The!dye!binds!
to! mostly! basic! and! aromatic! amino! acids,! which! causes! an! absorbance!
maximum!shift! from!465!to!595!nm!(Compton!and!Jones,!1985).!A!calibration!
curve!for!bovine!serum!albumin!(BSA)!is!then!used!to!deduce!the!concentration!






Rachel!George! (Astbury!Centre! for!Structural!Molecular!Biology,!University! of!
Leeds,!UK).!




trypsin! for! 18! hrs.! Peptides! were! identified! by! performing! LC"MS/MS! and!




7.0! and! 7.5.! 25! mg/ml! IdmH! stock! solution! was! mixed! with! buffer! in! 100! μl!
reactions!(5!μl!protein!and!95!μl!buffer).!10!μl!from!each!reaction!were!inserted!





CD! experiments! were! conducted! at! 20! °C! on! an! APP! Chirascan! CD!
spectropolarimeter.!
2.4.4$ Acyltransferase$activity$assay$
AT! activity! assay! was! carried! out! using! an! α"ketoglutarate! dehydrogenase!
(αKGDH)! coupled! assay! system,! where! the! CoASH! produced! by! IdmO!







Figure* 2,1* Coupling* of* AT* domain* catalysis* to* αKGDH* activity* via* a*
sensitive* fluorometric*assay.* In# this#assay,# the#CoASH,# released#by# the#AT#
upon# forming# an# AT;malonyl# complex,# is# turned# over# by# a# coupled# enzyme#
αKGDH.# One# of# the# resulting# products# of# the# coupled# reaction# is# NADH,# the#
production#of#which#can#be#measured#fluorometrically#(Dunn#et#al.,#2013).#
Assay! was! performed! in! 100! µl! reaction! volume! in! 96"well! black! polystyrene!
plates.! NADH! fluorescence! was! monitored! using! a! FLUOstar! Galaxy! (BMG!
Labtech)! microplate! reader.! Samples! were! illuminated! with! a! tungsten! light!
source!and!a!360!nm!filter!and!fluorescence!emission!was!monitored!using!a!460!
nm!filter.!All!measurements!were!made!with!a!gain!setting!of!110.!Reactions!were!
run!at! room! temperature! for! five!minutes!using! the!minimum! interval!between!
measurements.!
















αKGDH$ 400!mU!in!100!μl! 10!μl! 40!mU/100!μl!
NAD+$ 16!mM! 2.5!μl! 0.4!mM!
TPP$ 16!mM! 2.5!μl! 0.4!mM!
αBketoglutaric$
acid$ 40!mM! 5!μl! 2!mM!
Holo,ACP9$ 200!μM! 10!μl! 20!μM!
Buffer$ "! 34!μl! "!
Substrate$ 100!μM! 10!μl! 10!μM!















and! oligomeric! state! was! performed! using! a! Shimadzu! high! pressure! liquid!













950! MHz! Bruker! Ascend! Aeon™! and! 750! MHz! Oxford! NMR! spectrometers!










HNCO,! HNcaCO,! HNCACB! and! HNcoCACB)! using! Bruker! library! pulse!


























dispensing! robot! (NT8,! Formulatrix).! Crystals! were! imaged! using! SONICC!
(Second!Order!Nonlinear! Imaging!of!Chiral!Crystals)! technology! (Formulatrix).!
Optimisation! screens!were! set! up!manually! in! 24"well! sitting! drop! plates! and!
imaged!using!a!light!microscope.!
2.6.2$ Protein$crystallisation$and$XBray$diffraction$data$collection$
Initial! crystallization! conditions! for! the! purified! IdmH! and! IdmH"Δ96"104!were!

















CryoLoops! (Hampton! Research)! without! additional! cryoprotecting! agents! and!
flash"cooled! in! liquid! nitrogen.! X"ray! diffraction! data! for! selenomethionine"
labelled!IdmH"Δ96"104!were!collected!on!beamline!MASSIF"1!at!the!European!










scaling! in! AIMLESS! and! all! subsequent! processing! steps! performed! in! the!
CCP4i2!suite!(Potterton!et!al.,!2018).!Following!experimental!phasing,!jelly"body!
restraints!were!applied!in!REFMAC5!in!order!to!reduce!phase!bias.!During!later!
stages!of!model! refinement,! both!TLS! (translation"libration"screw!motion)! and!
NCS!(non"crystallographic!symmetry)!parameters!were!utilised.!
The! structure! of! IdmH"Δ96"104! was! determined! to! 2! Å! resolution! by! Single!



























Wavelength!(Å)! 0.966! 0.976! 0.9795!
















Rmerge# 0.118!(4.62)! 0.046!(0.669)! 0.086!(0.961)!
Rmeas! 0.12!(4.697)! 0.053!(0.769)! 0.097!(1.098)!
Rp.i.m! 0.022!(0.846)! 0.026!(0.373)! 0.046!(0.522)!
〈I/σ(I)〉! 20.8!(1.4)! 12.7!(1.4)! 11.4!(1.4)!
CC(1/2)! 0.999!(0.812)! 0.999!(0.516)! 0.998!(0.656)!
Completeness!(%)! 100!(100)! 99.9!(99.9)! 99.6!(99.5)!
Multiplicity! 30.6!(30.6)! 4.1!(4.1)! 4.5!(4.3)!
Refinement$






Rwork/Rfree! 0.212!/!0.276! 0.230!/!0.271! 0.211!/!0.245!
Total!No.!of!atoms! 3707! 3704! 19690!
No.!of!ligands! 0! 0! 0!
No!of!water!molecules! 13! 27! 9!
Wilson!B!factor!(Å2)! 48.30! 48.44! 60.72!
RMS$deviations$
Bond!lengths!(Å)! 0.016! 0.0069! 0.0118!
Bond!angles!(°)! 1.806! 1.147! 1.466!
Ramachandran$plot$
Favoured!(%)! 98.8! 98.8! 98.46!
Allowed!(%)! 1.2! 1.2! 1.47!





























































pass! filtered! and! used! for! automated! particle! picking,! resulting! in! 1,569,223!
particles.!These!particles!were!extracted! in!a!2002"pixel!box.!2D!classification!
process!was!used! to!clean!the!data,!with!826,801!particles!belonging! to!well"
defined! classes! and! exhibiting! clear! secondary! structure.! A! reconstruction!
obtained! from! this! particle! stack! displayed! smearing! of! the! density! in! one!
dimension,!which! is! indicative!of! the! lack!of!some!Fourier!components!due!to!
preferential!orientation.!To!overcome!this,!3D!classification!into!three!classes!was!
run!for!25!iterations!with!an!angular!sampling!of!7.5°,!150!Å!diameter!mask,!a!
regularisation! parameter! T! of! 4,! C2! symmetry! operator! and! a! 60! Å! low"pass!
filtered! initial! “stretched”! model.! Based! on! its! features,! the! second! class,!
comprising!of!286,101!particles,!was!selected!for!auto"refining,!which!yielded!4.3!
Å!(C1,!no!symmetry)!and!4.0!Å!(C2!symmetry)!reconstructions!of!KSB"ACP*S.!










low"pass! filtered! C2! KSB"ACP*S! reconstruction).! The! resulting! three! classes!
displayed!significant!differences!with!the!first!two!classes!exhibiting!a!previously!
unobserved!density!either!above!or!below! the!KS!domain,!and! the! third!class!
showing!a!poorer!reconstruction!of!incomplete!complex!and!no!evidence!of!an!




!classification! into! four! classes! with! no! alignment! was! run! to! alleviate! the!
preferential!orientation!effectsq!however!it!was!unsuccessful!as!all!four!classes!
exhibited! similar! smeared! density.! The! second! class,! comprising! 256,197!
particles,! was! auto"refined! to! generate! a! 4.8! Å! reconstruction! (C1).! 3D!
classification!with!no!alignment!of!this!particle!stack!revealed!four!distinct!classes.!
Once!again,!one!class!showed!a!poor!resolution!map!of!an!incomplete!complex!






2D!classes,! resulting! in!764,119!particles.!These!particles!were!extracted! in!a!
2002"pixel!box.!Three!rounds!of!2D!classification!were!used!to!remove!the!images!
of! carbon!edge!and! those! containing!multiple!KSB!particles!which! resulted! in!
202,563! particles! belonging! to! well"defined! classes! and! exhibiting! clear!
secondary!structure.!A!reconstruction!obtained!from!this!particle!stack!displayed!
smearing!of!the!density!in!one!dimension,!which!was!overcome!by!performing!3D!









All! refinements! were! performed! using! fully! independent! data! half"sets! (gold"
standard! refinement),! and! resolutions! are! reported!based!on! the!Fourier! shell!
correlation! (FSC)!=!0.143!criterion! (Rosenthal!and!Henderson,!2003q!Scheres!















megadalton"sized!machines! responsible! for! the! production! of! complex! natural!
products.! Both! systems! consist! of! a! range! of! domains! which! incorporate! a!
number!of! starter! and!extender! units! to! build! a! linear! structure.!The! resulting!
linear!non"ribosomal!peptide!or!polyketide!can!then!be!further!tailored!by!various!





then!extended!by! the! sequential! addition! of!malonyl"CoA,!methylmalonyl"CoA!
and!ethylmalonyl"CoA!building!blocks!by!eleven!predicted!PKS!modules.!This!
biosynthetic! pathway! forms! a! linear! non"ribosomal! peptide"polyketide! hybrid!
natural!product!2$(Figure!1"23).!!
At!least!two!cyclisation!reactions!are!needed!to!generate!the!tetrahydropyran!and!
tetrahydroindane! rings! of! indanomycin! (Figure! 1"23).! The! former! could! be!
installed!by!the!Cyc11!domain!in!the!terminal!PKS!module!while!the!polyketide!is!
still!tethered!to!the!PKS!(C.!Li!et!al.,!2009),!while!the!indane!ring!formation!in$4!
has! been! postulated! to! be! catalysed! by! a! candidate! indane! cyclase,! IdmH!
(Rommel!et!al.,!2011)!(Figure!3"1a).!It!is!important!to!note!that!the!predicted!end!
product! of! indanomycin! NRPS/PKS! is! a! polyketide! intermediate! lacking! a!
dienophile!at!C19!(Figure!3"1),!therefore!an! in# trans!dehydration!step!must!be!
occurring!at!some!other!point!in!the!pathway!(Rommel!et!al.,!2011).!










is# thought# to# catalyse# indane# ring# cyclisation# via# [4+2]# cyclisation# reaction#
mechanism# (C.# Li# et# al.,# 2009).# 4# is# not# the# natural# product# of# indanomycin#
NRPS/PKS.#First#the#tetrahydropyran#ring#needs#to#be#installed#(for#more#details,#
refer# to#Figure#1;23)# and# second,# the#C19#position# (denoted#with# an#asterisk)#
needs# to# be# dehydrated# to# produce# a# suitable# dienophile.# (b)# Linear# tetraene#
product#extracted#from#idmH#deletion#mutant#of#S.#antibioticus#(Rommel#et#al.,#
2011).*






biosynthetic! pathways,! respectively.! Beyond! polyketide! modifying! enzymes,!
additional! proteins! that! display! the! α! +! β! barrel! fold! include! Δ5"3"ketosteroid!
isomerase!(Ha!et!al.,!2001),!and!scylatone!dehydratase!(Lundqvist!et!al.,!1994),!











is! thus! thought! to! be! the! critical! cyclase! responsible! for! the! formation! of! the!
indane!ring!and!hence!mature!indanomycin.!
The! formation! of! the! indane! ring! is! postulated! to! progress! via! a! [4+2]!
intramolecular!cyclisation,!also! termed!a!Diels"Alder!reaction!(Figure!3"1).!The!












enzymatic! mechanism! of! indanomycin! maturation,! namely! the! generation! of!
recombinant! IdmH! and! its! truncated! variant! IdmH"Δ96"104,! and! the!
determination!of!their!crystal!structures.!
3.2$ Construction$of$plasmid$vector$harbouring$the$idmH*gene$
















Single! colonies!were! grown! in! 5!ml! 2TY! overnight! cultures,! and! the! resulting!
plasmid!DNA!was!extracted!and!sequenced!using!the!universal!primers!T7P!and!
T7TERM!(Table! 2"4).!A! 25%! (v/v)! glycerol! stock!was!made!of! the! successful!
pET28a_IdmH!construct.!
3.3$ Recombinant$IdmH$expression$and$purification$
The!pET28a_IdmH!construct!was! transformed! into!E.#coli!BL21(DE3)!cells! for!
protein! overexpression.! Protein! expression!was! performed! in! 2TY!medium! at!































flight"electrospray"ionisation"mass"spectrometry! (TOF"ESI"MS).! The! monomer!
had!an!observed!mass!of!17892.93!±!0.13!Da,!which!is!in!excellent!agreement!
with! the! calculated!mass! of! 17893.6! Da.! The!mass! spectrum! showed! peaks!
corresponding! to! monomeric,! dimeric! and! tetrameric! species! indicating! the!
possibility!of!enzyme!oligomers!(Figure!3"5).!!





















































permission$ from$ Ghulam$ Khan$ (personal$ communication$ with$ Ghulam$ Khan,$
University$of$Leeds,$2018).$
DichroWeb! is! an! online! tool! for! quantitative! analysis! of! protein! secondary!
structure! content! (Lobley! et! al.,! 2002@!Whitmore! and!Wallace,! 2004).! Various!
methods!have!been!developed!which!compare!the!experimental!CD!spectrum!to!
those!of!reference!proteins.!Here,!the!CONTIN!programme,!based!on!the!ridge!
regression! algorithm! of! Provencher! and! Glockner,! was! used! (Sreerama! and!
Woody,!2000).!Results!of!Jpred!and!Dichroweb!analysis!are!shown!in!Table!3"1.!
!
Table' 3)1' Circular' Dichroism' data' analysis' using' CONTIN.' Numbers$
represent$ the$percentage$of$all$ residues$ in$ the$protein$ involved$ in$a$particular$
secondary$structure$fold.$

























the! most! stable! at! pH! values! higher! than! 7.0,! and! to! remain! folded! at!
temperatures!up!to!40!°C!when!the!pH!values!were!kept!between!7.0!and!7.5!!
The!approximate!melting!temperature!at!different!pH!values!can!be!estimated!by!











other! natural! product! biosynthetic! pathways.! Notable! examples! include! a!



















































most! promising! crystals! grew! in! JCSQ!Core! I! condition!C5! comprising! 0.2!M!
calcium!acetate,!0.1!M!MES!pH!6.0!and!20%!(w/v)!PEG!8000!(Figure!3"11a).!An!
optimisation!screen!was!set!up!around!the!initial!conditions!and!larger,!uniform!








IdmH!was! labelled!with! seleno"methionine! to! attempt! determining! the! phases!













within! the! crystal! lattice! (Goldschmidt! et! al.,! 2007).! This! can!be! done! on! two!
different! scales.! First,! predicted! flexible! surface! loops! can! be! truncated.! This!
method! is,!however,!risky!as! the!structural!and! functional! role!of! the! truncated!
loop!might! be! underestimated! and! the! resulting! truncated! polypeptide! variant!
might!be!rendered!insoluble!or!non"functional.!A!second,!less!invasive,!technique!






To! improve! crystallisation! of! IdmH,! both! approaches! outlined! above! were!
attempted.!Four!surface!entropy! reduction!and! three!predicted! loop! truncation!
IdmH! constructs,! outlined! in! Table! 3"2,! were! generated! by! a! final! year!
undergraduate!student,!Jana!Obajdin!(Obajdin,!2018).!!























The! single"wavelength! anomalous! diffraction! (SAD)! method! is! a! dominant!










variant! was! labelled!with! selenium! atoms.! The! incorporation! of! selenium!was!
achieved!by!overexpressing!IdmH!in!methionine!auxotrophic!E.$coli!B834(DE3)!
cells!and!supplementing!the!minimal!medium!with!selenomethionine.!Selenium"

















































architecture.% Individual% monomers% are% coloured% green% and% blue.% (b)% and% (d)%





















considerably!shorter! in! length,! runs!parallel! to!strand!β5,!giving! rise! to!a! five!
stranded!mixed!β!sheet!(Figure!3"15).!The!β"sheet!of!each!subunit!is!curved!and!
forms!the!central!part!of!a!distorted!α!+!β!barrel.!The!barrel!is!completed!by!three!
α"helices! (α1"3).! The! dimer! assembly! is! driven! by! hydrophobic! interactions!
between!the!β"sheets!from!the!two!subunits!generating!the!dimer!shown!in!Figure!
3"15.!Two! loops!are! located!near! the!entrance!of! the!hydrophobic!pocket!and!
limit!the!access!to!the!proposed!active!site!from!the!outer!solvent.!!
Interestingly,! one! of! the! two! loops,! comprising! residues! 96"105! and! partially!
truncated! in! the! IdmH"Δ96"104! variant,! appears! to! occupy! two! distinct!
conformations!within!each!of!the!five!dimers!in!the!asymmetric!unit!(Figure!3"17).!






















As!can!be!seen! from!Figure!3"18,! the!opening!of! the!chain!B!pocket!was!not!























templates.! Therefore,! one! could! envisage! that! the! aromatic! residues! in! IdmH!
proposed!active!site!could!form!stacking!interactions!and!align!the!indanomycin!
precursor! molecule! 4! (Figure! 1"23)! in! such! an! orientation! which! results! in!






Furthermore,! there! are! potential! hydrogen"bond! donors! (such!as! Ser133! and!




on! the!dienophile.! It! is!also! interesting! to!observe! that!at! the!deep!end!of! the!
hydrophobic! pocket,! there! are! Trp59! (and! Phe19/Tyr16),! which! are! similar! to!







next! two! closest! homologues! are! AcIR! and!SnoaL2! putative! hydrolases! from!
Streptomyces%galilaeus!and!Streptomyces%nogalater,! respectively! (PDB!codes!
2GEY!and!2GEX,!respectively)!(Beinker!et!al.,!2006).!Similarly!to!IdmH,!all!three!
structures! also! form! homo"dimers.! Only! two! of! the! nine! reported! homologue!







in% colour% using% Jalview% software% and% Clustal% scheme.% The% associated% query%
coverage%and%sequence%identities%with%IdmH%are%also%included.%Five%out%of%nine%
structural%homologues%have%been%published%in%peerKreview%journals.'
Following! BLASTp! search,! the! structure! of! IdmH! was! superimposed! onto! its!
sequence!homologues!using!PyMOL!software,!and!the!resulting!comparisons!are!
shown!in!Figure!3"21.!The!α!+!β!barrels!of!IdmH!and!each!of!its!homologues!were!









homologues' (purple).% IdmH% model% was% aligned% with% each% PDB% entry% using%
PyMOL% software.% RMS% stands% for% Root% Mean% Square% and% is% reported% as% an%
estimation%of%the%imperfection%of%the%fit.'
3.7.5.5% Comparison%to%SnoaL%
Both! crystallographic! analysis! and! gel! filtration! chromatography! experiments!
suggested!that!SnoaL!forms!tetramers!in!solution!(Sultana!et!al.,!2004),!while!the!
size"exclusion! chromatography! analysis! of! IdmH! showed! that! it! forms! homo"
dimers!in!solution.!
SnoaL!catalyses!an! intramolecular!aldol!condensation!by!utilising! the! invariant!






Both! active! sites! include! many! aromatic! residues,! and! some! of! them! are!
conserved! between! the! two! proteins! (IdmH/Phe19! with! SnoaL/Phe15! and!
IdmH/His129!with!SnoaL/His119).!Sequence"homologous!active!site!tryptophan!
residues! (IdmH/Trp63! and! SnoaL/Trp54),! however,! appear! to! be! in! entirely!










counterparts% in% IdmH% (blue).% While% some% residues% appear% to% be% conserved%
between% two% proteins% (H129/H119,% W63/W54,% F19/F19),% charged% catalytic%
residues%(H107,%Asp121)%are%unique%to%SnoaL.%Another%difference%between%the%













Other! proteins! with! high! level! of! structural! conservation! (but! less! than! 20%!
sequence!conservation)!to!IdmH!include!polyketide!cyclase!AknH!(Kallio!et!al.,!





et! al.,! 2001),! the! association! domain! of! Ca2+/calmodulin"dependent! kinase! II!















Co"crystallisation! and! soaking! are! two! conventional! approaches! used! to!
determine!a! protein! structure!with! the! ligand!of! interest.!The! co"crystallisation!
approach!was! tried! first,! whereby! purified! IdmH!was!mixed!with! indanomycin!
solubilised! in!dimethyl!sulfoxide! (DMSO)!and! the!crystal! trays!were!set!up!as!
before.!0.1!to!0.5!mM!indanomycin!concentrations!were!used!which!resulted!in!
the! final! concentration! of! DMSO! in! the! drop! being! either! 0.5%! or! 2.5%,!
! "!102!"!
respectively.! Several! problems! were! identified! using! this! approach:! first,!



























Fc% electron% density% (in% green)% is% contoured% at% the% 3% rmsd% level.% (a)% 2Fo% −% Fc%






























Acquiring! a! 2D! spectrum! allows! evaluation! of! whether! the! target! protein! is!
suitable! for! structural! studies! by! NMR! spectroscopy.! The! 1H"15N! transverse!








another.! In! NMR! spectroscopy,! line! widths! generally! increase! with!molecular!

















minimal! medium! in! D2O! containing! 15NH4Cl! as! the! sole! nitrogen! source! and!
13C6H12O6!as!the!single!carbon!source!(methods!section!2.3.1.3).!The!resulting!







950! MHz).! Non"uniform! sampling! (NUS)! and! targeted! acquisition! techniques!
were!used! to! reduce! the!acquisition! time! (Rovnyak!et!al.,!2004V!Jaravine!and!






Figure' 3)25' Sequential' assignment' of' the' last' eight' residues' of' the'
backbone'of' IdmH'using'strip'plots'from'HNCA'(blue)'and'HNcoCA'(red)'
overlaid'spectra.'
Processed! spectra!were! then! imported! into!CCPNmr!Analysis! (Skinner! et! al.,!
2016)!for!peak!picking!and!assignment!of!anonymous!spin!systems!(Vranken!et!
al.,!2005).!Peak! lists!were!submitted! to!AutoAssign,!a!constraint"based!expert!
system! for! automating! the! analysis! of! backbone! resonance! assignments!
(Zimmerman!et!al.,!1997).!A!representative!sequential!backbone!resonance!strip!









To! investigate! binding,! 15N! IdmH! was!mixed! with! a! stoichiometric! amount! of!
ligand! (indanomycin),! and! a! 1H"15N! HSQC"TROSY! spectrum! was! acquired!
(Figure!3"27).!Significant!chemical!shift!perturbations!(CSPs)!(with!no!duplicate!









H% and%N% atoms.% Upon% the% addition% of% ligand% indanomycin% (orange% spectrum),%
significant% changes% in% the% chemical% shifts%of%some%peaks%were% observed,% and%
these%peaks%are%likely%to%lie%on%the%binding%surface%where%the%binding%perturbed%
their%chemical%shifts.'


































peak% was% calculated% using% a% minimum% chemical% shift% procedure% (Williamson,%
2013)%and%coloured%from%yellow%to%dark%red%in%increasing%value.%Chemical%shifts%































Autodock!Vina!software!was!used! to!dock! indanomycin! in! the!wild"type! IdmH!
active!sites!(chain!A!and!B).!Four!significantly!different!binding!poses!were!found!






















Figure' 3)30' Representative' transition' state' structures' of' indanomycin'
docked'in'the'wild)type'IdmH'chain'B'active'site.'Left%–%pose%C,%indanomycin%
C21=O% hydrogen% bonds% to% Ser133.% Right% –% pose% D,% indanomycin% C21=O%






were! run! for! all! four! possible! enzyme"substrate! complexes,! using! the! same!







Figure' 3)31' The' results' of' QM/MM' simulations.' Panels% AKD% show%
representative% (approximate)% transition% state% structures% of% the% four% possible%
enzymeKproduct%complexes%together%with%their%energy%profiles%shown%in%panel%E.%








lack!of!a!(good)!hydrogen!bonding! interaction! in! this!poseV!during! the!QM/MM!
simulations,!a!hydrogen!bond!with!Trp59!can!be!formed!(see!Figure!3"31),!but!













to! propose! the! likely! reactive! IdmH"substrate! complex.! Together! with! the!
hydrogen! bond,! IdmH! is! likely! to! promote! the! correct! conformation! for! the!












dimers! in! solution! (Figure! 3"5).! Treatment! of! the! dimeric! IdmH! with! DTT,! a!
! "!115!"!
reducing!agent,!did!not!result!in!the!shift!towards!monomeric!species!in!the!MS!
spectrum! (Figure! 3"6),! which! suggested! that! the! interaction! between! the!
monomers!was!not!occuring!via!a!disulphide!bridge.!
Circular! dichroism! spectroscopy! and! static! light! scattering! techniques! were!
employed!to!estimate!the!fold!of!IdmH!and!its!stability!at!different!pH!conditions.!
The! recorded!CD! spectrum! suggested! the! presence! of! both! α"helices! and! β"




rod"shaped! crystal! (Figure! 3"11).! A! dataset! of! this! crystal! was! collected! but!










aromatic! residues!and!most!probably!constitutes! the!active!site!of! the!enzyme!
(Figure!3"15,!Figure!3"18).!
To! investigate!whether! indanomycin,! the! final! product! of! this!NRPS/PKS,! can!




at!1:1!protein! to! ligand!ratio,!significant!chemical!shift!perturbations! took!place!
(Figure! 3"27),! which! is! indicative! of! a! binding! event! between! IdmH! and!
indanomycin.! To! investigate! the! binding! interface! between! IdmH! and!
indanomycin,! a! titration! experiment! was! performed! with! sub"stoichiometric!
protein!to!ligand!ratios!and!chemical!shift!perturbations!were!mapped!onto!the!
















in! the!middle.!We!propose!this! to!be! the!active!sites!of! the!enzyme.!Chemical!
shift!perturbation!mapping,!inKsilico!docking!and!QM/MM!simulations!were!used!
to! propose! the! likely! reactive! IdmH"substrate! complex.! The! results! of! these!








The! modular! polyketide! synthases! are! complex! multi"enzyme! proteins!
responsible! for! the! production! of! a! diverse! range! of! natural! products! of! high!
therapeutic!value!(Cummings!et!al.,!2014).!Understanding!how!these!complexes!
are!structured!and!how!different!modules!interact!with!each!other!is!essential!in!
order! to! rationally! engineer! these! systems! for! the! production! of! novel! natural!
products!with!desirable!pharmaceutical!properties.!





IdmO,! the! fourth! subunit! of! the! indanomycin! megasynthase,! is! a! particularly!
attractive! target! for!structural!studies!by!cryo"EM!(Figure!4"1)! for!a!number!of!
reasons.!First,! the! idmO!gene!has!a! length!of!6!kb!which!can!be!amplified!by!
PCR.! Second,! the! gene! translates! into! a! 230! kDa! protein! which! can! be!
recombinantly!expressed!E.%coli,!yet!is!big!enough!for!cryo"EM.!Third,!and!most!
importantly,!IdmO!is!the!sole!member!of!the!fourth!subunit!of!this!assembly!line!
and! contains! all! six! possible! catalytic! domains,! making! it! the! first,! to! our!
knowledge,!fully"reducing!type!I!mPKS!module!being!studied!structurally!to!date.!
This! chapter! documents! the! cloning,! expression! and! purification! methods!




Figure' 4)1' Indanomycin' synthase' from' S.' antibioticus.' Each% module% is%
responsible% for%a%single%chain%elongation%step.%PostKPKS%enzymes%Cyc11%and%
IdmH%are%postulated%to%be%involved%in%cyclising%the%final%product.%IdmO,%the%ninth%










size! DNA! fragment! and! showed! high! level! of! non"specific! amplification.! To!
overcome! this,! a! nested! polymerase! chain! reaction! (nPCR)! approach! was!
employed!(Figure!4"2)!(Haff,!1994).!
Another! problem! associated! with! GC"rich! DNA! is! the! formation! of! stem"loop!
secondary!structures!within!the!template.!This!can!lead!to!polymerase!jumping!
during!PCR!amplification,! resulting! in!smaller! than!expected!DNA!products.!A!









and% then%the%product% from%the% first% round% is%used%as%a% template% in% the%second%
round%of%PCR.'
Nested!PCR!for!the!region!spanning! idmO!was!performed!using!an!increasing!







sequence% spanning% the% idmO% gene% was% amplified% in% the% presence% of% DMSO%
solvent%and%GC%enhancer.%The%latter%resulted%in%the%cleanest%PCR%product,%which%
was%chosen%to%be%used%for%the%second%round%of%nPCR.%(b)%Second%round%of%nPCR%
using%GC%enhancer%PCR%products% from% the% first% reaction% as% a% template.%NonK
specific%amplification%was%shown%to%increase%substantially%in%later%rounds%of%PCRp%





















Lemo21(DE3),! various! amounts! of!L"rhamnose!were! added! to! the! cultures! to!




was! assessed! by! performing! a! small"scale! immobilised"metal! affinity!





Varying% the% concentration% of% LKrhamnose% “tunes”% the% expression% levels% by%
quantitative%inhibition%of%T7%RNA%Polymerase.%Whole%cells%were%mixed%with%SDSK





IdmO,! indicating! “leaky”!expression.!Since!cultures!are!grown!at!37! °C!before!












































it! was! thought! that! this! band! represented! IdmO! degradation! products.! To!






























A! protein! sample! from! the! second! size"exclusion! chromatography! peak! was!

















Protein(Group( Accession( Coverage((%)( #(Peptides( Avg.(Mass( Description(
1( sp|1605"145_IdmO|1605"145_IdmO! 30! 52! 228853! sp|1605"145_IdmO|1605"145_IdmO!








1( sp|B1X8W8|ARNA_ECODH! 76! 74! 74289!
Bifunctional!polymyxin!resistance!protein!ArnA!OS=Escherichia!coli!
(strain!K12!/!DH10B)!GN=arnA!PE=3!SV=1!
1( sp|P77398|ARNA_ECOLI! 76! 74! 74289!
Bifunctional!polymyxin!resistance!protein!ArnA!OS=Escherichia!coli!
(strain!K12)!GN=arnA!PE=1!SV=1!
1( sp|C4ZU97|ARNA_ECOBW! 76! 74! 74289!
Bifunctional!polymyxin!resistance!protein!ArnA!OS=Escherichia!coli!
(strain!K12!/!MC4100!/!BW2952)!GN=arnA!PE=3!SV=1!
1( sp|B1IXT2|ARNA_ECOLC! 76! 74! 74289!
Bifunctional!polymyxin!resistance!protein!ArnA!OS=Escherichia!coli!
(strain!ATCC!8739!/!DSM!1576!/!Crooks)!GN=arnA!PE=3!SV=1!






ArnA! is! a! 74.3! kDa! enzyme! involved! in! lipopolysaccharide! biosynthesis! and!
resistance!of!Gram"negative!bacteria!to!certain!cationic!antimicrobials,!such!as!
polymyxin!(Breazeale!et!al.,!2002).!ArnA!possesses!several!histidine!clusters!on!
the! surface! of! its! active! hexamer,! which! is! the! reason! why! this! protein! is! a!
recurring!contaminant!during!IMAC!(Robichon!et!al.,!2011N!Gatzeva"Topalova!et!




steps,!changing! the!purification! tag!and!using!an!E.#coli#Nico21(DE3)!strain! in!
which!common#E.#coli!metal!binding!proteins!(SlyD,!ArnA,!Can!and!AceE)!are!
tagged! to! enable! removal! by! chitin! affinity! chromatography! (Robichon! et! al.,!
2011).!
4.2.4$ Negative$stain$EM$of$IdmO$and$ArnA$mixture$
To! see! whether! the! IdmO! could! be! visualised! by! electron! microscopy,! a!
negatively!stained!grid!of!IdmO,!contaminated!with!ArnA!as!described!in!section!
4.2.3,!was!produced.!Individual!particles!could!be!seen!in!the!micrograph!(Figure!
4"10a)N! therefore,! a! small! dataset! of! micrographs! was! collected.! Individual!
particles! were! auto"picked! and! averaged! into! 2D! classes! (Figure! 4"10b).!
Unfortunately,!the!most!prominent!classes!showed!a!strong!resemblance!to!the!
crystal!structure!of!ArnA!(Figure!4"10b!and!c)! (Gatzeva"Topalova!et!al.,!2005)!















Negative! stain! EM! analysis! indicated! that! an! alternative! purification! strategy!





It!was!hypothesised! that! tuning! the! imidazole! concentration! during! the! affinity!
chromatography! might! help! to! separate! ArnA! from! IdmO.! Therefore,! IMAC!
purification!was!performed!using!a!step"gradient!approach,!whereby!the!bound!
proteins!were! eluted!using!50!mM,! 100!mM,! 125!mM,! 150!mM!and!175!mM!
imidazole!concentrations.!As!can!be!seen!from!Figure!4"11,!most!IdmO,!together!




















Unfortunately,! IdmO! co"eluted! with! ArnA! indicating! that! utilising! anion!
chromatography! is! not! likely! to! result! in! the! complete! separation! of! the! two!
species.!Therefore,!it!was!decided!that!changing!the!purification!tag!or!removing!
ArnA! before! the! nickel! affinity! chromatography! might! be! a! more! promising!
approach!to!produce!pure!IdmO.!
!






Affinity! tags!are! indispensable! tools! for!purifying!high!amounts!of!recombinant!
proteins!of!interest.!However,!no!affinity!tag!is!ideal!with!respect!to!yield,!purity!
and!cost!(Lichty!et!al.,!2005N!Waugh,!2005).!While!a!His!tag!purification!procedure!
gives!high!yields!and!has! low!costs,!metal!binding!proteins! (as!exemplified! in!
section! 4.2.3)! present! a! need! for! further! purification! steps.! Size"exclusion!
chromatography!is!one!of!the!most!widely!used!polishing!steps!in!recombinant!







remove! the! unwanted! proteins! from! the! first! purification! step.! What! is! more,!
placing!the!affinity!tags!on!either!terminus!of!the!polypeptide!allows!to!select!only!
for! the! full"length!proteins,!and,! in!some!cases,!no!buffer!exchange! is!needed!




excellent!polishing!affinity! tag!due! to!moderate!cost,! yield!and!extremely!high!
specificity!(Lichty!et!al.,!2005N!Schmidt!and!Skerra,!2007).!Furthermore,!both!His!
and!Strep!II!tags!are!small!and!hence!do!not!significantly!increase!the!metabolic!
burden! to! the! expression! host,! and! there! is! no! need! to! exchange! the! buffer!
between!the!affinity!columns,!making! the!process!high"throughput.!As!such,! it!






Figure' 4)13' IdmO' constructs' used' in' this' study.' The# original# construct,#
created# as# described# in# section# 4.2.1# harbouring# a# C>terminal# His>tag.# The#






were! needed.! First,! an! 80! bp! fragment! containing! the! Strep! II! tag! and! TEV!
protease! cleavage! size! was! amplified! from! the! pET28c_SSstrep_TEV_GO!
plasmid!(a!kind!gift!from!Prof.!Michael!McPherson,!Faculty!of!Biological!Sciences,!




11.5!kb!vector! in!one!PCR!reaction!using! identical!cycling!parameters! in!each!
cycle!did!not!yield!a!single!band!of!appropriate!size!(Figure!4"14b).!Successful!
amplification!was!achieved!using!a!touchdown!PCR!cycling!protocol!(Green!and!
Sambrook,! 2018),! a! method! for! increasing! specificity! of! PCR! reactions.! In!
touchdown!PCR,!the!initial!annealing!temperature!is!several!degrees!above!the!
estimated! Tm! of! the! primers! (72! °C! was! used! in! this! case)! and! is! gradually!







enzyme! as! described! by! the! FastCloning! procedure! (C.! Li! et! al.,! 2011).! This!
protocol!yielded!a!total!of!ten!colonies,!which!were!all!screened!by!performing!a!
double!digest!with!PstI!and!XbaI! restriction!enzymes!and!by!DNA!sequencing!
using! T7! and! T7term! universal! primers! (Table! 2"4).! One! clone! (termed!






the# Strep# II# tag# and# the# TEV# protease# cleavage# site# was# achieved# using#




vector# by# touchdown# and# 2>step# PCR.# Only# the# touchdown# PCR# reactions#
supplemented#with#2%#DMSO#and#GC#enhancer#(NEB)#yielded#a#PCR#fragment#
of# the#correct# length# (11.5#kb).#2>step#PCR#did#not#yield#any# fragments#of# the#
correct#length.''
4.3.4$ Expression$and$purification$of$the$doubleFtagged$IdmO$





tag! approach! was! successful! at! eliminating! the! ArnA! contaminant! from! the!
purified!IdmO!sample.!However,!one!major!drawback!of!this!approach!was!a!very!
low!yield.!Most!of!IdmO!failed!to!bind!to!StrepTactin!beads!during!the!application!
and! eluted! in! the! flow"through.! As! a! result! of! this,! the! most! concentrated!
! "!135!"!
StrepTactin!fraction!had!a!concentration!of!0.05!mg/ml!IdmO!(~200!nM).!While!
this! concentration! of! the! sample! was! not! sufficient! for! functional! studies! or!













228!kDa! is! too!big! for! this!approach!to!be! feasible.!To!make!sure! the!purified!








The! overall! coverage! reached! 73%! (Table! 4"3).! Unfortunately,! the! conserved!
serine! of! the! ACP! (Ser2047)! was! not! covered! by! any! peptides,! and! it! was!
impossible!to!determine!whether!the!post"translational!modification!had!occurred!
(although!a!non"specific!phosphopantetheinylation!of!Ser1175!was!detected).!















Figure' 4)16' Peptide' fingerprinting' analysis' of' holo)IdmO.' Peptides( identified( are( shown( in( blue.( Post4translational(




Negative"stain! EM! was! utilised! to! begin! elucidating! the! structure! of! IdmO.!
StrepTactin!elution!fraction!F35!(Figure!4"15)!was!desalted!into!buffer!containing!






revealed! a! dimeric! U"shape! architecture! with! a! proposed! reaction! chamber!
located!in!the!middle.!
The!low"resolution!model!of!IdmO!was!compared!to!the!9.2!Å!cryo"EM!structure!





Since! IdmO! is! a! homo"dimer,! C2! symmetry! was! applied! during! the!
reconstruction.!To!account!for!the!effects!of! imposed!symmetry,!reconstruction!
with! no! symmetry! (C1)! was! also! calculated! (Figure! 4"17e).! The! overall!
architecture!of!the!C1!model!was!observed!to!be!highly!similar!to!the!C2!model,!




Figure' 4)17' Negative' stain' EM' studies' of' double)tagged' IdmO.' (a)( Raw(










of! thumb! is! that! negative! stain! EM! samples! need! to! be! 10"100! times! more!
concentrated! for! cryo"EM!analysis! to! be! feasible[! therefore,! the! IdmO!sample!
needs!to!have!a!concentration!in!the!range!of!0.5!"!5!mg/ml.!The!concentration!
of! the! peak! StrepTactin! fraction! was! 0.05! mg/ml,! meaning,! to! increase! the!
concentration!of! IdmO!10"100!times,! the!purification!protocol!had!to!be! further!
optimised.!
4.5.1$ Attempts$to$optimise$the$StrepTactin$chromatography$step$









(His!SpinTrap,!GE),!was!briefly! trialled.! In! this!method,! all! StrepTactin! elution!
fractions!(an!approximate!total!volume!of!5!ml)!were!pooled!together!and!bound!
to!100!μl!of!IMAC!beads!in!a!1.5!ml!Eppendorf!spin!tube.!The!bound!material!was!
eluted! in! 200! μl! of! elution! buffer,! concentrating! the! sample! approximately! 20!
times.!This!resulted!in!the!final!IdmO!concentration!of!0.4!mg/ml!(Figure!4"18a).!
Unfortunately,! negative! stain! EM! analysis! revealed! that! this! method! of!





Figure' 4)18' Concentrating' IdmO' by' performing' a' third' affinity'
chromatography'step.'(a)(Reducing(SDS$PAGE(analysis(of(samples(from(the(







or! size"exclusion! chromatography! step! is! by! cleaving! the! affinity! tag! and!
performing!chromatography!in!reverse,!i.e.!binding!the!contaminants!instead!of!
the! protein! of! interest! to! the! column.! In! this! approach,! the! first! affinity!
















using! the! original! pET28a_IdmO!vector! as! a! template! (Figure! 4"19).! The! first!









protocol! yielded! hundreds! of! colonies,! twenty! of! which! were! screened! by!
performing!a!double!digest!with!PstI!and!XbaI!restriction!enzymes!and!by!DNA!
sequencing!using!T7!and!T7term!universal!primers! (Table! 2"4).! Three! clones!
(termed! pET28_IdmO_TEV16"TEV19)! had! the! correct! insert,! and! therefore!




Figure' 4)20' Amplification' of' (3)' TEV/Histag' IdmO' vector' fragments.'
Fragments(containing(the(vector(backbone((5.2(kb)(and(gene(insert(together(with(
the( TEV( protease( cleavage( site( (6.5( kb)( were( amplified( using( an( original(




Holo"IdmO! was! expressed! as! previously! described! (section! 4.2.2).! The!
purification! protocol! had! to! be! adapted! to! include! the! desalting,! proteolytic!
cleavage!and!size"exclusion!steps!as!described!in!Figure!4"21a.!Briefly,!the!cell!
harvest!from!six!litres!of!E.(coli(culture!was!lysed,!cleared!and!passed!through!an!




IMAC! column! to! “catch”! the! contaminants! and! the! short! His! peptide! before!
performing!size"exclusion!chromatography.!













outline.( Recombinant( holo$IdmO(was( expressed( in( large$scale( (12( x( 0.5( litre(
culture(volume),(and(first(purification(step(was(performed(on(a(5(ml(IMAC(column.(
The(eluate(was( then(desalted( to(get( rid(of(most(NaCl(and( imidazole,(and( the(
proteolytic(cleavage(of(the(His(tag(was(performed(at(4(°C(overnight(using(TEV(
protease.(The(next(morning(most(IMAC(contaminants(together(with(the(His(tag(
peptide(were( separated( from( the( IdmO(using(a( new( IMAC(column.(The( flow$
through(of(this(step(was(then(further(purified(by(a(size$exclusion(column.((b)(Size$
exclusion( chromatography( curve.( The( first( peak( contains( aggregates( and( the(
second(peak(contains(dimeric( IdmO.((c)(and((d)(Reducing(SDS$PAGE(gels(of(






Previous! studies! have! reported! PKSs! to! associate! into! homo"dimers,! and!
therefore!the!expected!mass!of!the!IdmO!dimer!was!calculated!to!be!456!kDa.!
Size"exclusion!chromatography!(Figure!4"21b)!revealed!an!asymmetrical!shape!




Figure' 4)22' SEC)MALLS' analysis' of' IdmO.'The( dotted( line( represents( the(




SEC"MALLS!analysis! identified! the!presence!of! two!clear!peaks! for! the! IdmO!
















To! test!whether! IdmO,!purified!using! the!new!protocol,! still! forms!an!arch"like!
architecture! and! to! improve! the! resolution! of! the! first! reconstruction! of! IdmO!





A! total! of! 100! micrographs! were! recorded! at! a! magnification! of! 29,000,! and!












disorder! (data! not! shown).! The! reasons! for! this! could! be! a! different! IdmO!




What! is!also!worth!mentioning,! the! results!observed!here!may!not!be!entirely!
representative!of!the!sample!if!the!uranyl!acetate!stain!is!too!thick.!If!that!is!the!
case,! a! part! of! the! molecule! might! get! buried! under! the! layer! of! stain,! and!
therefore! the!resulting!particles!might!appear!smaller! than! they!are! leading! to!
incorrect!2D!class!averages.!
Nevertheless,!these!data!have!shown!that!IdmO!can!be!purified!to!homogeneity!




To! determine! whether! the! purified! recombinant! holo$IdmO! was! active,! a!
continuous,! coupled! acyltransferase! activity! assay! (Figure! 4"24)! was! adapted!
from! previously! published! methods! (Dunn! et! al.,! 2013[! Molnos! et! al.,! 2003[!
McMinn!and!Ottaway,!1975[!Kim!et!al.,!2000).!
During! its! catalytic! cycle,! the!AT!domain! binds! the! extender! unit! (in! this! case!
malonyl"CoA)!forming!an!AT"malonate!intermediate!and!releasing!free!coenzyme!
A!(CoASH)!(Figure!1"8).!Malonate!is!then!transferred!to!a!phosphopantetheinyl!
prosthetic!group!of!ACP9!via! the!nucleophilic!attack!and! is! ready! for! the!chain!
elongation!reaction!catalysed!by!KS.!The!AT!can!then!turnover!another!malonyl"





In! this! assay,! the! release! of! CoASH! is! coupled! to! the! formation! of! reduced!
nicotinamide!adenine!dinucleotide!(NADH)!in!the!α"ketoglutarate!dehydrogenase!











As!mentioned! previously,! an! excess! of! holo$ACP9! needs! to! be! added! to! the!
reaction!to!regenerate!the!AT!domain.!First,!the!wild"type!ACP9!was!cloned!from!
the!genomic!DNA!of!S.(antibioticus[!however,!the!expression!screens!revealed!
no! soluble! expression.! Codon! usage! analysis! indicated! that! ~20%! of! ACP9!
codons!were!used!by!E.(coli!less!than!10%!of!the!time!indicating!a!possibility!for!
poor! gene! expression.! To! overcome! this,! a! codon"optimised! ACP9! gene!was!
synthesised.!Unfortunately,!the!codon"optimised!gene!also!resulted!in!very!little!
soluble!expression.!We!hypothesised! that!since! the!protein!was!very!small! (9!






tag! to! the!ACP9! in!an!attempt! to! improve! the!yield!of! recombinant!holo$ACP9.!
SUMO!tag!was!PCR"amplified!from!Champion™!pET_SUMO!vector!(a!kind!gift!
from!Dr!Glyn!Hemsworth,!University!of!Leeds,!UK).!
The! ACP9! gene! insert,! together! with! the! DNA! overhangs! to! the! vector,! was!
amplified! from! the! codon"optimised! ACP9! construct! (Figure! 4"25).! Vector!





































SUMO! tag! and! the! fourth! peak! contained!mostly! holo$ACP9.! The! fraction! in!
between! the! two!peaks! contained! very! little!holo$ACP9!and! therefore!was!not!
used!for!the!assay.!



























































Even! though! the! assay! conditions! were! adapted! from! a! method! described!







of! this! solution! is! between! 7.0! and! 8.0.! α"ketoglutaric! acid! is! very! acidic! and!
therefore!without!an!appropriate!pH!adjustment!step!will!strongly! influence!the!
pH! of! the! whole! mixture! of! assay! components! rendering! αKGDH! inactive!
(working!pH!range!of!αKGDH!is!between!pH!7.0!and!8.0).!Second,!the!substrate!
(malonyl"CoA! in! this! case)! was! added,! and! the! reaction! mixture! was! left! to!
incubate!at!30!°C!for!five!minutes!to!allow!any!free!CoA!from!the!substrate!to!be!
turned!over.!Finally,!the!coupled!reaction!was!initiated!by!the!addition!of!IdmO!
and! fluorescence! emission! was! monitored! for! five! minutes! using! 360! nm!
excitation!and!460!nm!emission!filters.!!
Black!polystyrene,!flat!bottom!96"well!plates!were!used!for!all!experiments!and!
reactions!were! run! in! parallel!with!NADH!standards! and!no!enzyme! controls.!
Sensitivity!(also!termed!gain)!parameters!were!tested!and!set!on!the!day!of!the!





Table& 4(4& AT& assay& components.& Abbreviations:- αKGDH,- α4ketoglutarate-
dehydrogenase<- NAD+,- nicotinamide- adenine- dinucleotide<- TPP,- thiamine-
pyrophosphate.- Ingredients-were- added- together- in- three- stages:- yellow,- blue-
and-finally-green.&
Solution% Ingredient% Stock%conc.% Assay%conc.%
Volume%for%a%100%μl%
reaction%
1% αKGDH! 10x!(400!mU)! 40!μM! 10!μl!
2% NAD+! 40x!(16!mM)! 0.4!mM! 2.5!μl!
3% TPP! 40x!(16!mM)! 0.4!mM! 2.5!μl!
4% α"ketoglutaric!acid! 20x!(40!mM)! 2!mM! 5!μl!
5% ACP9! 2.5x!(250!μM)! 100!μM! 40!μl!
6% Malonyl"CoA! 10x!(100!μM)! 10!μM! 10!μl!
7% IdmO!(AT)! 5x!(250!nM)! 50!nM! 20!μl!
!
One! final! aspect! to! consider! is! the! quality! of! αKGDH.! Three! different! lots! of!
αKGDH!(Sigma)!were!used!in!this!study,!one!of!which!turned!out!to!be!completely!






indeed! active! and! capable! of! turning! over! malonyl"CoA! molecules! when!
expressed! recombinantly.! All! relevant! controls! were! also! run! in! parallel.!
Reactions! with! no! substrate,! no! nicotinamide! adenine! dinucleotide! and! no!










To! assess! the! efficiency! of! the! IdmO! AT! domain! and! to! compare! it! against!
standalone!AT!domains!studied!before!(Dunn!et!al.,!2013),!preliminary!kinetic!
analysis!of!IdmO!was!performed.!
Kinetic!measurements!need!to!be! taken!at!a! linear!part!of! the!progress!curve!
where! the! enzyme! of! the! study! is! limiting.! Therefore,! an! optimum! working!
concentration! of! IdmO!was! determined! for! 25! μM!malonyl"CoA! concentration!
(while!other!reaction!components!were!kept!as!described!in!Table!4"4).!
To!do!this,!five!coupled!reactions!were!set!up!using!12.5!nM,!25!nM,!50!nM,!100!
nM!and!200!nM!concentrations!of! IdmO!and! the! total!amount!of! fluorescence!
emitted!in!five!minutes!was!calculated!(Figure!4"31).!As!can!be!seen!from!Figure!
4"31,!the!concentration!of!NADH!doubles!from!12.5!to!25!nM!IdmO,!but!it!does!
not! increase! proportionally! for! 50,! 100! and! 200! nM! IdmO.! Therefore,! it! was!






the& kinetic& measurements.& Coupled- reactions- were- set- up- with- varying-









reported! for!DEBS!AT!domains!(2"7!μM)!(Dunn!et!al.,!2013).! Interestingly,! the!
kcat/KM! rate! of! malonyl"CoA! transacylation! was! approximately! 500"fold! higher!
than! that! of! DEBS! AT3"mediated! transacylation! of! its! native! substrate,!
methylmalonyl"CoA!(Dunn!et!al.,!2013).!Since!DEBS!AT3!domain!was!expressed!
and! studied! as! a! standalone! protein,! these! results! suggest! that! intramodule!
interactions!within! IdmO!may! play! a! crucial! role! in! speeding! up! the! reaction.!

























obtained! before! further! interpretation! of! these! kinetic! parameters! can! be!
performed.!
!
Figure& 4(32& Hydrolysis& of& malonyl(CoA& by& IdmO& AT& domain.- Kinetic-
parameters- were- measured- by- varying- malonyl4CoA- concentrations- in- the-
presence-of- holo4ACP9- co4substrate.- The- kinetic- parameters-were- defined- by-
fitting- initial- velocity-vs-concentration-curves- to- the-Michaelis4Menten-equation-
using-the-curve-fitting-tool-in-OriginPro.&
4.6.5% Initial%work%towards%the%specificity%engineering%
The! polyketide! natural! products! have! proven! to! be! excellent! therapeutics,!
including!antibiotics,!immunosuppressants!and!anticancer!agents!(Newman!and!
Cragg,!2012).!Polyketide!backbone!is!mainly!dependent!on!which!extender!unit!
the! acyltransferase! selects! for! the! incorporation! by! the! ketosynthase.! Thus,!
engineering!the!specificity!of!the!AT!domains!presents!a!promising!approach!to!
diversify! the! existing! polyketide! natural! product! libraries! (Dunn! and! Khosla,!
2013).!Polyketide!synthase!AT!domains!have!previously!been!shown!to!be!highly!






We! were! interested! in! evaluating! the! possibility! to! engineer! indanomycin!
derivates.!One!way! to! do! this!would! be! to! engineer! the!malonyl"CoA"specific!
IdmO!AT!domain! to!accept!non"native!extender!units,!such!as!methylmalonyl"
CoA,! ethylmalonyl"CoA! and! propionyl"CoA.! Historically,! engineering! studies!
were!performed! in-vivo! (Del!Vecchio!et!al.,!2003)h!however,!such!experiments!
are! harder! to! control! due! to! the! abundance! of! many! extender! units! in! the!
environment.!Since! the!AT!assay!conditions!were!established!already!(section!
4.6.3),!we!decided!to!perform!the!mutagenesis!and!activity!screening!in4vitro.!To!
do! this,! five! IdmO!AT!mutants! (outlined! in!Table! 4"5)! were!made! using! site"
directed!mutagenesis.!
!
Table& 4(5& IdmO& AT& mutants& generated.& Fingerprint- residue- sequences- for-























Unfortunately,! all! attempts! to! perform! the! AT! assay! with! the! AT! active! site!





It! is! also! possible! that! an! alternative! purification! strategy,! involving! E.- coli!
Nico21(DE3)!strain!played!a!role!in!reducing!the!activity!of!recombinant!IdmO.!




Single! particle! cryo"EM!analysis!was!performed! to! study! the! architecture! and!








observed! throughout! the!micrographs.! Nevertheless,! some! particles! carried! a!
significant! resemblance! to! the! previously! observed! 2D! class! averages,! and,!
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therefore,! a! single! particle! data! collection! was! performed.! Nearly! 5000!





Figure& 4(34&Raw& cryo(EM&micrograph&of&TEV/Histag& IdmO.&Proteinaceous-
species-of-different-shapes-and-sizes-can-be-seen-throughout.-Inset:-a-magnified-




reveal! any! high"resolution! features! indicating! strong! heterogeneity! within! the!
sample.!Similar!flexible!architecture!was!reported!previously!for!a!multi"module!
non"ribosomal!peptide!synthetase!(Tarry!et!al.,!2017).!
Some! of! the! classes! appeared! to! be! a! lot! smaller! than! others! signifying! the!
equilibrium! between! monomeric! and! dimeric! IdmO! in! the! sample.! A! similar!
problem! of! equilibrium! between! oligomeric! states! with! most! particles! being!






Figure& 4(35& 2D& class& averages& produced& from& the& first& cryo(EM& data&
collection&of&IdmO.&The-absence-of-the-high4resolution-features-in-the-2D-class-
averages- signifies- high- heterogeneity- within- the- sample.- Classes- in- the- first-








(Trurnit,!1960),! the!protein!molecules!will!collide!with! the!air"water! interface!at!
thousands!of!times!per!second!in"between!the!blotting!and!plunging.!While!some!
proteins!are!not!affected!by! this! interaction,!most!of! the!protein!molecules!will!
adhere! to! it! (either! adopting! random! or! preferred! orientations)! and! some! will!
either!partially!or!fully!denature!(Noble!et!al.,!2018).!
We!envisioned!that! these! interactions!at! the!air"water! interface!were! the!main!
reason!for!the!dotty!appearance!of!IdmO!sample!in!the!cryo"EM!images.!Since!a!
single!IdmO!dimer!comprises!twelve!catalytic!domains!linked!together!by!a!single!



























The! results! indicated! that! there! was! no! difference! in! particle! distribution! and!



























Neat!concentration!grid!was!comparable! to! the!sample! from! the! first! cryo"EM!
data! collection! (Figure! 4"34)! while! all! grids! prepared! with! diluted! sample!










interface!by!positioning! them!at! the!support"water! interface! instead.!It! is!worth!
mentioning,!however,!that!this!tactic!does!not!come!without!its!drawbacks.!A!layer!
of!2"3!nm!carbon!significantly!increases!the!noise!level!in!the!micrographs,!and!













carbon,! we! decided! to! try! more"transparent! graphene! oxide! instead.!








and- completely- denatured)- can- be- seen- on- the- Quantifoil- R2/2- EM- support-
(Quantifoil)- with- a- continuous- layer- (2- nm)- of- amorphous- carbon.- Scale- bars-
represent-50-nm.&
Another!approach!to!protecting! the!sample! from! the! forces!present!at! the!air"
water! interface! includes!adding!a! surfactant!such!as! dodecylmaltoside! (DDM)!
(Glaeser!et!al.,!2016).!The!hydrophobic!part!of!the!detergent,!when!added!at!a!
correct! concentration! to! the! sample! buffer! (below! the! critical! micelle!
concentration),! forms! a! monolayer! at! the! air"water! interface,! shielding! the!
specimen!from!this!interface!(Glaeser!and!Han,!2017).!
The!effects!of!adding!0.0025%!and!0.005%!DDM!to! IdmO!sample!buffer!were!
evaluated.! The! sample! containing! 0.0025%! DDM! displayed! a! previously!
observed!distribution!of!“speckles”!while!the!sample!containing!0.005%!DDM!had!













optimum! concentration! of! glutaraldehyde! (crosslinker)! and! the! duration! of! the!



















Figure& 4(39& 2D& class& averages& of& glutaraldehyde(crosslinked& IdmO.& The-
class-averages-appeared-fuzzy-with-very-few-features-suggesting-that-the-sample-
might-have-been-over4crosslinked.-Parameters-used-in-this-data-processing-are-















of! relatively! week! interdomain! interactions.! Certain! ions,! as! described! in! the!





within!an! IdmO!dimer!can!be!strengthened!using! this!approach,!purified! IdmO!
was!dialysed!into!either!Na2HPO4!or!Na2SO4!buffer.!Cryo"EM!grids!were!made!





Na2SO4,& 200& mM& NaCl& buffer.& Despite- the- high- background- noise,- some-
proteinaceous,- globular- species- could- be- seen- on- the-micrograph.- Scale- bar-
represents-50-nm.&
The!noise!of!the!micrographs!was!a!lot!higher!than!observed!previously!which!
was! thought! to! be! a! result! of! either! high! ionic! strength! buffer! or! a! layer! of!
denatured!protein!at!both!air"water! interfaces.!Nevertheless,!particles! from!the!
micrographs! taken! during! a! screening! session! were! manually! picked,! which!
resulted!in!a!total!of!400!particles.!These!particles!were!classified!into!four!2D!
classes,!which!are!shown!in!Figure!4"41a.!Surprisingly,!these!classes!displayed!






EM& 2D& class& averages.& (a)- Cryo4EM- 2D- class- averages- derived- from- 400-
manually-picked-particles-from-the-non4motion4-or-CTF4corrected-micrographs.-
(b)-Negative4stain-EM-2D-class-averages-of-double4tagged-IdmO-(Figure-4417).&
Since! these! screening! micrographs! were! acquired! without! recording! movie!
frames!and!hence!were!not!motion"!or!CTF"corrected,!a!short!(24!hour)!dataset!
to!evaluate!the!quality!of!the!sample!in!more!depth!was!collected.!Approximately!
2000!micrographs! were! acquired! of! IdmO! sample! in! sodium! sulphate! buffer.!
From!this!dataset,!nearly!100,000!particles!were!auto"picked,!and!four!rounds!of!
2D!classification!were!performed!which!reduced!the!set!of!particles!in!half.!2D!
class! averages! from! the! fourth! classification! job! can! be! seen! in!Figure! 4"42.!
Dimeric!“twisted!ribbon”!shape!could!be!seen!in!several!of!the!2D!class!averages,!
despite! very! poor! signal! to! noise! ratio.! The!most! likely! reason! for! such! high!
background!and!poor"quality!images!is!the!presence!of!two!layers!of!completely!











The! work! described! in! this! chapter! goes! from! constructing! a! plasmid! vector!
suitable!for!producing!recombinant-holo"IdmO!to!the!preliminary!analysis!of!this!
module!by!an!enzymatic!assay!and!several!EM!techniques.!During!this!project,!









of! IdmO,! a! fully"reducing! polyketide! module! from! indanomycin! biosynthetic!
pathway!(Figure!4"1).!
The! 6.5! kb! gene! encoding! IdmO!was! amplified! from! the! genomic!DNA! of!S.-
antibioticus-using!nPCR!approach!(Figure!4"2!and!Figure!4"3).!This!allowed!the!
construction!of!pET28a_IdmO!vector.!Soluble!expression!of!recombinant!IdmO!
was! achieved! in!E.- coli-BL21(DE3)h! however,! due! to! low! yield,!metal! binding!
proteins!from!E.-coli!prevented!the!obtaining!of!a!homogenous!sample!(Figure!
4"6).! The! incorporation! of! an! N"terminal! Strep! II! tag! (Figure! 4"14)! and! a!




Negative"stain!EM!analysis!of! IdmO!was!performed! to!obtain!a! low"resolution!
reconstruction! of! IdmO.! The! resulting! map! of! IdmO! revealed! a! dimeric!
architecture!with!a! reaction!chamber! located! in! the!middle!of! the!arch!(Figure!
4"17).!Similar!domain!arrangement!has!been!reported!previously!and!is!likely!to!
be! a! fundamental! adaptation! of! mPKSs! to! facilitate! a! forward! transfer! of!
polyketide!intermediates!and!increase!the!specificity!of!the!reaction!(Dutta!et!al.,!
2014).!While!IdmO!model!resembles!that!of!PikAIII,!it!shows!strong!differences!
to!previously! reported!X"ray!structures!of! truncated!PKS!modules! (Weissman,!
2015bh!Weissman,! 2015ah! Robbins! et! al.,! 2016)! highlighting! the! suitability! of!
electron!microscopy!for!studying!dynamic!polyketide!synthase!modules.!
To! further! increase!our!understanding!of! the! interfaces!between!the! functional!
domains!and!the!rules!governing!the!specificity!of!polyketide!assembly!lines,!we!
set!out! to!obtain!a!high"resolution!structure!of! IdmO!as!well!as! to!develop!an!
activity!assay!which!can!be!used!to!assess! the! indanomycin!PKS!engineering!
potential.! First,! the! purification! procedure! was! modified! to! increase! the!
concentration!of!purified!IdmO.!This!was!achieved!by!cloning!in!a!TEV!protease!
cleavage! site! between! the!gene! and! the!C"terminal! hexahistidine! tag! (Figure!




The! purified! IdmO! sample! was! analysed! by! SEC"MALLS! which! revealed! an!
equilibrium!between!monomeric!and!dimeric!IdmO!species!(Figure!4"22).!
To!measure!the!transacylation!activity!of!IdmO,!a!previously!reported!AT!activity!
assay!was!adapted! (Dunn!et! al.,! 2013).!Michaelis"Menten! kinetic! calculations!
were!performed!from!which!the!KM!of!IdmO!was!calculated!to!be!3.6!μM!(Figure!
4"32),!a!value!similar!to!the!ones!reported!for!the!DEBS!AT!domains!(2"7!μM)!


















averages! from! the! negative! stain! EM! data! (Figure! 4"41)h! however,! the! poor!
signal"to"noise! ratio! of! the! cryo"EM! images! prevented! us! from! a! successful!
calculation!of!a!3D!volume.!In!our!opinion,!the!high!level!of!noise!was!arising!from!
the! monolayer! of! unfolded! and! denatured! IdmO! at! both! air"water! interfaces.!
Going! forward,! the! most! promising! approaches! to! deal! with! the! sample!
preparation!problems!include!the!use!of!GraFix!(Stark,!2010)!and!the!substitution!
of!glutaraldehyde!with!a!more!specific!crosslinker!BS3.!
In! summary,! this! chapter! describes! the! cloning,! recombinant! expression! and!
purification!of!the!first!fully"reducing!PKS!module!IdmO.!A!number!of!biochemical!
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techniques! (mass! spectrometry,! SEC"MALLS,! enzyme! kinetics)! were! used! to!
characterise!IdmO.!Negative!stain!EM!analysis!was!used!to!calculate!a!first!three"


















Type! I! modular! PKSs! (mPKSs)! are! giant! assembly! lines! responsible! for! the!
production! of! structurally! and! functionally! diverse! polyketide! natural! products!
(Figure!1"2).!Polyketides!have!proved!to!be!excellent!starting!points!for!a!wide!




made! to! understand! the! structure! and!organisation! of! individual! domains! and!
modules! within! PKSs,! which! would! facilitate! rational! re"engineering! of! these!
systems! (Wong! and! Khosla,! 2012h! Gokhale! et! al.,! 1999h! Chen! et! al.,! 2006h!
Edwards! et! al.,! 2014h!Weissman,! 2015ah!Marsden! et! al.,! 1998h! Cortes! et! al.,!
1995h!Weissman!and!Leadlay,!2005).!While!the!prediction!of! the!PKS!module!
and! domain! arrangement! and! thus! the! resulting! polyketide! product! from! the!










nature! of! flexible! PKS!modules! has! led! to! all! efforts! to! crystallise! a! full! PKS!
module!being!unsuccessful.!!
5.1.2% Structural%studies%of%fullPlength%polyketide%synthase%modules%%

















the! crystal! structure!without! the!ACP! (Herbst! et! al.,! 2018).!What! is!more,! the!
stoichiometry!of!the!ACP!binding!was!revealed!to!be!1:2!with!only!one!ACP!being!
able! to! bind! to! the! iPKS!at! a! given! time.!The!binding!event!was!proposed! to!
induce!a!conformational!change!in!the!complex!and!thus!prevent!the!binding!of!
the!second!APC.!
Understanding! the! structure! and!dynamics! of! fully"functional! PKSs! remains! a!
central!challenge!in!natural!product!research.!Pikromycin!mPKS!and!cercosporin!








intermediate! which! is! often! cyclised! and/or! modified! by! post"PKS! tailoring!
enzymes!(section!1.3.4.6)!to!derive!the!final!product!(Olano!et!al.,!2010).!
One!of!the!possible!additional!post"PKS!modifications!is!branching!of!the!linear!
backbone.!At! least! twelve! trans4AT!PKS!products!with!β"branching!have!been!




branch! in! the! growing! polyketide.! These! core! proteins! include! ACP! and! KS!
domains! (the! latter! of! which! lacks! a! conserved! catalytic! cysteine! residue),! a!
hydroxymethylglutaryl"CoA! synthase! homolog! and! two! enoyl"CoA! hydratase!
homologs,! the! first! one! serving! as! a! dehydratase! and! the! second! one! as! a!
decarboxylase!(Calderone,!2008).!
Rhizoxin,!a!polyketide!natural!product!(Figure!5"1)!produced!by!the!endofungal!
bacterium! Burkholderia- rhizoxinica- (Partida"Martinez! and! Hertweck,! 2005h!
Scherlach! et! al.,! 2012),! is! a! strong! antimitotic! agent,! the! activity! of! which! is!
dependent!on!a!short!(C2)!carbon!chain!(shown!in!red!in!Figure!5"1)!branching!
away! from! the!main!macrolide! ring! (Scherlach!et! al.,!2006h!Kusebauch!et! al.,!
2011h!Schmitt!et!al.,!2008h!Hong!and!White,!2004).!
Sequencing!of!the!B.-rhizoxinica!genome!failed!to!detect!any!enzymes,!such!as!
those! identified! in! the! AT"less! PKS! β"branching! cassette! (Calderone,! 2008),!
which!could!act!in-trans!to!introduce!this!branching!(Lackner,!Moebius,!Partida"
Martinez!and!Hertweck,!2011h!Lackner,!Moebius,!Partida"Martinez,!Boland,!et!






Figure& 5(1& The& rhizoxin& polyketide&








et- al.,- 2006<- Kusebauch- et- al.,- 2011<-
Schmitt-et-al.,-2008<-Hong-and-White,-
2004).-















carbonyl- bound- to- the- KS- resulting- the- formation- of- the- lactone- ring.- In-
experiments- including- the- deoxy- substrate- analogue,- the- C5- hydroxyl- moiety-
(denoted- with- an- asterisk)- was- missing.- It- was- hypothesised- that- this- deoxy-
analogue-would-still-undergo-the-Michael-addition-of-the-ACP4bound-nucleophile,-




































Significant! efforts! were! spent! by! Dr! Georg! Zocher! (University! of! Tübingen)!
attempting! to! determine! the! crystal! structure! of! the! fully! functional! branching!
module!involving!the!flexible!ACPs.!A!few!crystals!diffracting!to!~!20!Å!resolution!






direct! electron! detection! technology,! improved! microscope! hardware! and!
innovations!in!image"processing!(McMullan!et!al.,!2016h!Dutta,!2018).!
Since!the!full"length!KSB"ACP!branching!module!appears!to!be!too!flexible!for!
the!crystallographic!approach!to!be! feasible,!we!envisioned! that! it!would!be!a!
suitable!target!to!be!studied!by!cryo"EM.!Our!collaborators!from!the!University!of!
Tübingen!and!HKI"Jena!prepared!a!sample!of!the!full"length!functional!KSB"ACP!
module,! in! which! the! ACP! is! linked! to! the! ketosynthase! domain! via! a! deoxy!
substrate! analogue! (Figure! 5"2).! This! sample! was! termed! KSB"ACP*S! (*S!
denoting! the! linking! via! a! substrate! analogue).! Our! goal,! therefore,! was! to!
determine!the!structure!of!the!KSB"ACP*S.!
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Collection! of! 150! micrographs,! picking! of! approximately! 25,000! individual!
particles!and!subsequent!2D!classification!revealed!star"!and!cross"shaped!class!
averages!shown!in!Figure!5"4b.!Upon!comparison!to!the!KS"B!didomain!crystal!
structure! projections! generated! in- silico- (not! shown),! it! was! decided! that! the!
! "!184!"!












lighter- than-near- the-edge-of- the-whole.-(b)-An-example-of- thick- ice.- Ice- is-the-
same-shade-throughout-the-hole.-During-this-project,-KSB4ACP*S-particles-could-
only-be-observed-in-thin-ice-(a).-Scale-bars-represent-250-nm.&
4267!micrographs!were!acquired! in! a! semi"automated! fashion!using! the!EPU!






Figure& 5(6& Initial& cryo(EM& analysis& of& the& KSB(ACP*S.& (a)- Raw- cryo4EM-








the! particles,! the! initial! reconstruction! of! 2D! classification"polished! data,!
performed!as!described!in!the!methods!section!2.7.5,!resulted!in!a!poor"quality!
reconstruction! exhibiting! density! “smearing”! (Figure! 5"7).! To! overcome! this!
problem,! one! round! of! 3D! classification! was! performed,! which! allowed! us! to!
obtain!a!subset!of!particles!with!full!coverage!of!all!Fourier!components!(Figure!
5"8b).!Particles!belonging!to!the!class!with!the!highest!resolution!were!used!to!





result& of& the& sample& exhibiting& preferred& orientation.&When- the- sample-






















of- the- KS- domain- rigid4body- fitted- with- the- KS4B- atomic- model- (PDB- 4KC5)-
(Bretschneider- et- al.,- 2013).- (d)- Cryo4EM- reconstruction- of- the- KSB4ACP*S-
module.- The- local- resolution- was- estimated- using- RELION- 2.0.- Most- of- the-




Traditionally,!3D!classification! is!used!to!sort! the!data! into!subsets!of!particles!
exhibiting!alternative!conformations.!However,!3D!classification!can!also!be!used!
to!improve!the!quality!of!the!final!reconstruction.!This!is!done!by!performing!the!
3D!refinement! first!and! then!running!3D!classification!without! the!alignment!of!






Figure& 5(9& KSB(ACP*S& data& processing& strategy& used& in& this& study.& All-
processing- was- performed- with- RELION- 2.0.- Two4fold- symmetry- was- either-




operators!were!carried!out.! Interestingly,! two!out!of! the! three!resulting!classes!
! "!189!"!





(shown! in! blue)! led! to! four! identical! classes! all! exhibiting! density! smearing!
artefacts! (with! all! four! classes! highlighted!with! a! red! box! in! Figure! 5"9).! The!























combined!with! LC/MS! (Schmidt! and!Robinson,! 2014).! In! this! approach,!KSB"
ACP*S!was!cross"linked!with!a!photoreactive!crosslinker,!fragmented!using!the!





To! eliminate! the! possibility! of! the! extra! density! being! an! artefact! of! image!
processing,!a!protein!construct! lacking! the!covalently"attached!ACP!altogether!





The! resulting!EM!density!map!was! comprised!of! approximately! 100! thousand!
particles!and!displayed!a!global!resolution!of!4.4!Å!(with!C2!symmetry!applied)!
(Figure!5"11).!
In"depth! 3D! classification,! with! and! without! alignment! and! symmetry! was!
performed!identically!to!the!KSB"ACP*S!(Figure!5"9).!None!of!the!resulting!3D!
classes! displayed! any! additional! features! like! those! observed! for! the! KSB"
ACP*S.!What!is!more,!the!final!KS"B!map!was!in!excellent!agreement!with!the!
KS"B! crystal! structure! (Bretschneider! et! al.,! 2013),! providing! us! with! further!
evidence! that!our!method!of!generating!KSB"ACP*S!and!KS"B!maps!was!not!













During! previous! work! by! our! collaborators,! a! novel! type! of! PKS! module,!
responsible! for! introducing! a! short! branch! in! rhizoxin! macrolide! ring,! was!
identified!(Figure!5"2)!(Kusebauch!et!al.,!2009).!The!module!was!studied!in!great!
detail,!the!branching!reaction!was!reconstituted!in-vitro,!and!a!crystal!structure!of!






The! KSB"ACP*S! module,! as! well! as! the! KS"B! didomain,! as! a! control,! were!
analysed!by!cryo"EM.!The!analysis!led!to!two!EM!reconstructions!with!the!global!
resolution! of! 3.7! Å! and! 4.4! Å,! respectively.! To! our! surprise,! the! initial! 3D!
reconstruction!of!the!KSB"ACP*S!(Figure!5"8)!did!not!reveal!any!differences!from!
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either! the! previously! reported! crystal! structure! (Figure! 5"3)! or! the! cryo"EM!
reconstruction!of!the!KS"B!didomain!(Figure!5"11).!
We!hypothesised!that!the!ACP!was!only!bound!in!a!small!subset!of!all!particles.!
To! test! this,! further! in- silico! analysis,! in! the! form! of! 2D! classification! and! 3D!
classification! with! no! angular! sampling,! was! performed.! This! led! to! the!
identification!of! two!potential!binding!sites! for! the!ACP! (Figure!5"9!and!Figure!
5"10).! These! observations! were! further! supported! by! the! cross"linking! mass!
spectrometry!and!KS"B!didomain!cryo"EM!analysis!(sections!5.4!and!5.5).!
The!results!of!this!cryo"EM!project!are!impressive!due!to!a!relatively!small!size!





depth! biochemical! studies! by! chemical! cross"linking! and! mutagenesis! could!
provide!a!better!explanation!for!these!findings.!There!is!also!a!possibility!that!the!
results! presented!here! are! a! product! of! promiscuous! linking! via! the! substrate!
analogue.!To! test! for! the! latter,! cryo"EM!analysis!of! the!KSB"ACP! (where! the!
ACP!is!not!linked!via!a!substrate!analogue)!should!be!performed.!!
The!KSB"ACP*S!map!described!here!is!the!first,!to!our!knowledge,!example!of!a!
full"length! PKS!module! resolved! to! better! than! 5! Å! resolution.!What! is!more,!


















complex! biosynthetic! machinery! required! to! produce! them! (Staunton! and!
Weissman,!2001h!Weissman,!2015ah!Poust!et!al.,!2014).!It!is!now!known!that!type!
I! PKS! assembly! lines! are! divided! into! modules! (Caffrey! et! al.,! 1992),! with!
individual! components! of! such! modules! having! been! studied! in! great! detail!
(Robbins!et!al.,!2016).!Significant!efforts!have!been!placed!over! the! last! thirty!
years! to! generate! the! diversity! in! the! existing! polyketide! libraries,! both! by!
synthetic! and! biological! approaches! (Weissman! and! Leadlay,! 2005).! Rational!
engineering!of!PKSs!has!resulted!in!some!successes!(Del!Vecchio!et!al.,!2003h!
Cortes! et! al.,! 1995h! Rowe! et! al.,! 2001)h! however,! the! lack! of! high"resolution!
structural! information!of! the! intact!PKS!complexes!remains!the!major!obstacle!
before! successful! generation! of! polyketide! analogues! can! become! routine!
(Weissman,! 2015b).! Besides! producing! functional! modular! assembly! lines,!
synthetic! biologists! also! need! a! large! “toolkit”! of! well"characterised! tailoring!





and! functional! characterisation! of! this! putative! polyketide! cyclase! began! by!
cloning!of!the!idmH!gene,!heterologous!expression!in!E.-coli!and!purification!by!
standard! chromatography! techniques.! Difficulties! in! crystallisation! were!
overcome! by! producing! an! IdmH! variant! lacking! residues! 96"104!which!were!
predicted!to!form!a!flexible!loop.!This!has!led!to!the!determination!of!two!crystal!
structures,!one!of!wild"type! IdmH!at!2.7!Å!and!one!of! IdmH"Δ96"104!at!2.0!Å!
resolution.! Both! crystal! structures! of! IdmH! revealed! homo"dimeric! assembly!
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comprising!two!α!+!β!barrels,!with!a!large!hydrophobic!cavity!located!in!each!of!
the! two! barrels.! We! proposed! this! cavity! to! constitute! the! active! site! of! the!















al.,! 2011).! Subsequently,! the! catalytic! activity! of! the! recombinant! IdmO! was!
confirmed!by!a!coupled!αKGDH!assayh!however,!specificity!engineering!attempts!
stalled!due!to!the!IdmO!complex!losing!its!activity!too!quickly.!Finally,!attempting!




The! third,! final,! results! chapter! focused! on! type! I! modular! trans4AT! PKS!
responsible! for! the!production!of! rhizoxin!natural!product!(Bretschneider!et!al.,!
2013).!Rhizoxin’s!antimitotic!activity!depends!on!a!short!(C2)!branch!(Kusebauch!
et! al.,! 2009),!which! is! inserted! into! the! growing!polyketide!by! a! novel! type!of!
branching!module!(Bretschneider!et!al.,!2013).!The!purpose!of!this!work!was!to!




density! map! of! the! full! complex! revealed! the! ACP! bound! in! two! previously!
! "!195!"!
unobserved! locations.!These! results!provided! the!basis! for! further!analysis!by!
biochemical! techniques,! such! as! mass! spectrometry,! and! highlighted! the!





















The! Diels"Alder! reaction,! despite! being! widely! used! in! synthetic! organic!
chemistry,!is!an!extremely!rare!reaction!in!nature,!which!is!why!it!would!also!be!








be! attempted! by! performing! preparative! SEC"MALLS! in! different! buffers,!





changing! the! buffer! composition! or! trialling! different! types! of! grids! were!
attempted,! but!with! little! success.!Going! forward,! chemical! cross"linking! using!
ultracentrifugation! appears! to! be! the! most! promising! approach! to! tackle! low!
stability! of! IdmO! (Stark,! 2010),! as! exemplified! by! the! successful! use! of! this!
technique!with!other!challenging!samples!(Nguyen!et!al.,!2018h!Poepsel!et!al.,!
2018h!Kasinath!et!al.,!2018).!
Structural! studies! of! intact! PKS! systems! is! of! paramount! importance! and!
therefore!following!the!successful!cryo"EM!characterisation!of!IdmO,!the!analysis!











ACP! binding! sitesh! however,! they! were! not! located! near! the! KS! active! site!
residues.!To!depict! the!mechanism!of! this!module!and! to!explain! the!unusual!
ACP! binding,! further! characterisation! of! this! module! by! cross"linking! mass!
spectrometry!could!be!carried!out.!Furthermore,! it!would!be! interesting! to!see!
whether!the!ACP!would!act!similarly!if!the!branching!KS!was!replaced!with!an!
elongating!KS!from!another!module!from!the!same!biosynthetic!assembly!line.!












natural! product! analogues! which! could! be! screened! for! novel! or! improved!
pharmacological!properties.!!
6.3% Concluding%remarks%
This! research! has! provided! invaluable! insights! into! different! aspects! of! PKS!
biology!ranging! from!polyketide! tailoring!and!branching! to! the!assembly!of! the!
intact!modules.!A!number!of!difficulties!were!experienced!when!attempting!the!
structural! analysis! of! PKS! polypeptides! from! the! indanomycin! NRPS/PKS.!
Nevertheless,!structural!and!functional!characterisation!of!a!putative!polyketide!






Taken! together,! all! three!PKS!proteins! studied!during! this!work! are! important!
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